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Abstract
Cavity flameholders in supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) combustors,
while effective, fail to take advantage of the full combustor volume. Adding a pylon to
the leading edge of a cavity flameholder generates a flowfield increasing mass exchange
between the cavity and main combustor flow, increasing the mixing interface between
flameholder products and main combustor flow, and exhibiting minimal Reynolds
number effects. To demonstrate this modified flowfield driven by supersonic expansion
behind the pylon, pylon-cavity flameholder flowfield data were obtained through a
combination of wind tunnel experimentation and steady-state computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). Flowfield effects of the pylon-cavity were examined at a Mach number
of two and Reynolds numbers from approximately 32 million m-1 to 55 million m-1.
Addition of the pylon resulted in approximately three times the mass exchange between
the cavity and overlying flow.

Both CFD and particle image velocimetry data showed

strong upward flow behind the pylon, increasing exposure and exchange of cavity fluid
with the main combustor flow. Reynolds number effects were weak within the range of
test conditions. Assuming a suitably reacting fuel-air mixture, the addition of a pylon
offers the scramjet designer an attractive option to take advantage of a greater proportion
of combustor volume and improve combustor performance.
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PYLON EFFECTS ON A SCRAMJET CAVITY FLAMEHOLDER FLOWFIELD

I. Introduction
The desire for faster response times or cheap access to space drives both government
program requirements and industry driven innovation in propulsion. Applications such as
rapid transportation, ballistic missile defense, long range strike, or airbreathing access to
space continue to push the envelope in terms of altitude and airspeed. Today, turbine
engines power most high speed aircraft, but they can no longer be expected to provide the
primary source of air-breathing propulsion as speed and altitude requirements increase.
Supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) propulsion provides a method of achieving this
higher performance. Unlike their low-speed counterparts, scramjet designers must
contend with supersonic velocities through the entire engine which results in minimal
time to burn fuel before the flow exits the engine.
Aerospace propulsion varies over an enormously wide range of speeds from
zero velocity before takeoff all the way to escape velocity for space access. Considering
only air-breathing propulsion, one potential path through this airspeed spectrum, as
shown in Figure 1, starts with the familiar turbine engine for flight Mach numbers less
than three, moving to the ramjet for Mach numbers up to approximately five, and ending
with the supersonic combustion ramjet. Nothing special defines these Mach number
boundaries. Turbine engine designs could operate above a Mach number of three; they
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would just do so less efficiently. Turbine engines compress air using a rotating
compressor to take low pressure, high-speed air and convert it into a high pressure, slow
moving flow favorable for combustion. The hot products of this combustion expand
through a turbine and out a nozzle to produce thrust. Eventually, as speed increases, the
ram effect of the incoming flow suffices to compress the air for combustion eliminating
the need for mechanical compressors. This compression provides the basis for ramjet
engines. The air in a ramjet engine still decelerates to subsonic speed and to a higher
pressure suitable for combustion. The flow then accelerates through a nozzle to provide
thrust, but without the inefficiencies and mechanical complexity associated with rotating
machinery. At even faster speeds, the high static pressures and temperatures that result
from decelerating air above Mach numbers of approximately five to subsonic speeds for
combustion may lead to molecular dissociation of the incoming flow and unacceptable
material stresses. Scramjets provide one approach to achieving these higher speeds,
where air decelerates for combustion yet remains supersonic through the entire engine.
Refs. [1-2] provide an excellent overview of the mechanics and evolution of scramjet
propulsion outlined above.

Figure 1. Approximate Mach number regimes
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The idea of the supersonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet, has been studied for
about 50 years [1]. Its predecessor, the ramjet was conceived in 1913 even before the
turbojet [2:3]. With this much history, one wonders why the skies are not crowded with
ramjets and scramjets. Ramjets cannot operate at low speeds which presents the problem
of getting a ramjet-powered vehicle up to a sustainable speed. As speed increases,
turbine engine performance decreases such that ramjet performance becomes superior,
driving the desire for improved ramjet and scramjet designs. 3As speed increases further,
ramjet performance gives way to the scramjet. Decreases in specific impulse as shown in
Figure 2 clearly show these performance trends as well as the significant performance
advantage of hydrogen fuel over typical hydrocarbon fuels.

Hydrogen Fuel

Specific Impulse

Hydrocarbon Fuel

Turbine

Ramjet
Scramjet
Rocket

0

5

10

15

20

Mach Number

Figure 2. Air-breathing propulsion specific impulse trends [based on Ref. 3]
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A variety of past and current programs in the United States and other countries
around the world show the continuing interest in scramjet technology as a potential
propulsion source in the hypersonic flight regime [4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10]. In order to provide
propulsion at these high speeds, a scramjet must ignite and burn the fuel as quickly as
possible, since residence time of the flow inside the engine is very short—on the order of
a millisecond. Hydrogen fuel has very fast ignition, beneficial cooling properties, and a
high heating value resulting in higher engine performance compared to hydrocarbon
fuels. Unfortunately, the logistics of handling large amounts of cryogenic liquid
hydrogen are formidable and the vehicle structure requires a larger vehicle volume for
fuel storage contributing to aerodynamic limitations. Denser than hydrogen, hydrocarbon
fuels allow for smaller vehicles and less drag for a given mass of fuel. The well
established transportation and storage infrastructure for handling hydrocarbon fuel (e.g.,
JP-8), greatly simplifies logistics and vehicle storage problems. Unfortunately,
hydrocarbon fuels have significantly longer ignition delay times, have a heating value less
than half that of hydrogen, and lower flame speeds requiring longer engines. For example,
at one atmosphere, stoichiometric hydrogen has an ignition delay time of about 0.01 ms
compared to a typical hydrocarbon value of about 0.1 ms. The laminar flame speed for
hydrogen is about 220 cm/s and for a typical hydrocarbon it is about 45 cm/s with the
turbulent flame speed being about an order of magnitude higher for both [11:124, 140,
201]. Considering just the ignition delay for a one dimensional 500 m/s flow, the
hydrogen will travel about 5 mm downstream before it ignites. The hydrocarbon fuel in
the same flow will travel about 50 mm.
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Flameholders can aid ignition and flame-spreading within the engine by providing
distributed, stable energy sources. The US Air Force Research Laboratory Propulsion
Directorate (AFRL/RZ) and Air Force Institute of Technology Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AFIT/ENY) have been studying the use of wall cavities as one
potential flame holding solution. Flameholding is important regardless of the chosen
fuel. However, the less robust combustion characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels compared
to hydrogen drive a need for additional mechanisms to provide effective hypersonic
propulsion. In addition to wall cavities, the use of pylons, struts or ramps either as
injectors or simply as passive devices upstream of the cavity, such as vortex generators or
spoilers, may improve combustor performance sufficiently for practical use of
hydrocarbon fuels. Several studies have explored such devices in order to improve
flameholding and flame spreading characteristics in scramjet engines [12; 13; 14; 15; 16;
17].
The addition of a pylon to the leading edge of a cavity flameholder should
increase penetration of flameholder products into the main flow and improve flamespreading, increasing use of available combustor volume [15; 16; 17]. Two significant
problems arise with the installation of a pylon. First, the increased mass exchange
between the cavity and main combustor flow will tend to drive the mean residence time in
the cavity down which could eventually lead to a flameout [18]. Second, pylon-induced
shocks and three-dimensional cavity flow will create hot-spots in areas of high static
temperature and pressure, and have the potential to cause pockets of excessively lean or
rich fuel-air mixture resulting in overall cavity combustion characteristics different than
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those encountered in cavity-only research [15; 17]. Overly lean or rich regions in pyloncavity flameholders may require direct fuel and/or air injection of the cavity [13; 15]. By
characterizing the flowfield of the pylon-cavity flameholder, this study will provide the
scramjet designer with data to maximize the potential increase in flameholder
effectiveness while minimizing the problems inherent in the use of a pylon.
The literature contains significant data regarding cavity flows that form the basis
for cavity flameholder design. However, the limited quantitative data of combined pyloncavity flows generally focus on combustion and flow visualization, not overall flowfield
characteristics of the pylon-cavity flameholder itself.
The terms pylon and strut have been used somewhat interchangeably in the
literature. This paper will use the term pylon for a structure that does not span the
combustor and will reserve the term strut for a device that spans the diameter of the
combustor. SI or non-dimensional units are used in this study with two exceptions. First,
documentation refers to the wind tunnel as the 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel and
references to the 6” x 6” wind tunnel are maintained as a naming convention. Second,
dimensions for the test section and test article design and construction were specified in
English units and engineering drawings remain in English units.
1.1 Scope of Research
This study contributes to the literature by characterizing the flowfield effects of
locating a pylon ahead of a scramjet cavity flameholder. Figure 3 illustrates the upward
flow of cavity fluid behind the pylon that will give scramjet designers a means of carrying
reacting flameholder products into the main combustor flow. Effectiveness of the overall
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Figure 3. Illustration of pylon-cavity flow
concept depends on penetration of combustion products from inside the cavity out into
the core flow improving flame spreading, mixing, and overcoming performance losses
due to addition of the pylon. In fact, the flow structures and flameholder behavior
observed in this non-reacting flow study were consistent with increased mass flow
through the cavity with strong upward flow behind the pylon up into the core flow.
Further contributions include exploration of Reynolds number effects on the pylon-cavity
geometry as well as the design, construction and commissioning of an upgraded wind
tunnel facility suited to wall-based wind tunnel research.

1.1.1 Thesis Statement

The addition of a pylon to the leading edge of a

cavity flameholder will generate a flowfield that increases mass exchange between the
cavity and main combustor flow, increases the mixing interface between flameholder
products and main combustor flow, and exhibits minimal Reynolds number effects.

1.1.2 Research Approach

Both computational and experimental methods in

parallel provided the data for this research. A simple computational fluid dynamics
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model assisted in wind tunnel test section design and construction. Once wind tunnel
commissioning was accomplished, a detailed computational model of the wind tunnel
nozzle and test section was constructed. This detailed model complemented experimental
results and provided a means of examining flow features that were difficult or impractical
to acquire experimentally.
Wind tunnel data collection used a variety of tools, including surface pressure
measurements, static and total pressure probe measurements, high-speed
Schlieren/shadowgraph video flow visualization, and particle image velocimetry (PIV).
These wind tunnel data combined with computational results form a comprehensive
picture of the cavity-pylon flameholder flowfield.
1.2 Document Organization
The following sections of this dissertation are organized as follows:
Section II: Provides background on scramjets, cavity flow/flameholders and
previous work on pylon-cavity flameholder behavior.
Section III: Describes the wind tunnel facilities, instrumentation and method used
in acquiring the experimental data.
Section IV: Describes the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method and
computational domains used in calculating CFD results.
Section V: Presents the combined computational/experimental results in terms of
flow structures, cavity behavior and Reynolds number effects.
Section VI: Summarizes the results of the current research and directions for
future research.
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II. Background

2.1 Scramjet Overview
This section will present a brief overview of supersonic combustion ramjet
propulsion. It will address two general questions, i.e., what flight conditions drive the
need for scramjet propulsion, and what components make up a scramjet engine?
Scramjets provide an airbreathing source of propulsion for hypersonic vehicles
and typically operate at high altitudes with correspondingly high Mach numbers. Assume
a typical, low hypersonic flight condition of M = 5 at 24.4 km (80,000 feet) above mean
sea level. The ambient temperature and pressure are approximately 220 K (400 °R) and
2,800 Pa (0.41 psia). Considering the static pressure and temperatures that result from
slowing a hypersonic flow down to subsonic speed, the need for supersonic combustion
becomes clear. Applying a simple isentropic deceleration from M = 5 to a typical
combustor inlet speed of M ≈ 0.3 [19:395] gives some notable results.
By applying the isentropic relations to calorically perfect air at M = 5 at 24.4 km
(80,000 feet) above mean sea level:
 γ −1 2 
Tt = T∞ 1 +
M∞ 
2



 γ −1 2 
Pt = P∞ 1 +
M∞ 
2



(1)
γ

γ −1

(2)

the total temperature and pressure are determined to be 1300 K and 1480 kPa. At M =
0.3, the resulting static conditions rise to 1280 K and 1390 kPa. These temperatures are
at or above the melting point of some common aerospace materials (aluminum melts at
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approximately 930 K [20:4-133]). Even if suitable materials are used, the fuel will be
severely limited in the amount of heat it can release due to thermal choking, molecular
dissociation, or diminishing performance [2:68, 157, 435]. Faster flow through the
engine, and therefore supersonic combustion, becomes necessary. If the flow in this
idealized example slowed to M = 2, the resulting static conditions would be a much more
benign 720 K and 190 kPa. The lower temperatures and pressures encountered using
supersonic flow through the engine greatly ease the materials design problem. It also
turns out that the pressure environment of a typical scramjet flow is well suited for
hydrocarbon fuel combustion [21:12]. In addition, a limited range of dynamic pressure
for practical hypersonic vehicle operations bounds the pressure loads on the engine.
Hypersonic vehicles operate over a limited range of dynamic pressure, and as
noted in Ref. [2] tend toward a value of 47,880 Pa (1000 lbf/ft2). Below dynamic
pressures of approximately 23,940 Pa (500 lbf/ft2) the wing area required for flight may
become excessive, and above dynamic pressures of approximately 95,760 Pa (2000
lbf/ft2) drag and structural forces grow too high [2:38-39]. These approximate vehicle
limits bound the environment that scramjet engines need to operate in.
The upper speed limit on scramjet engines results from the choice of fuel, internal
fluid dynamics and external aerodynamics. The heating value of the fuel will limit the
total available chemical energy to the engine, as well as the ignition and burning
characteristics. Hydrogen enjoys a significant performance advantage over hydrocarbon
fuels, as seen in Figure 2, and has a significantly higher heating value per mass
(approximately 120,000 kJ/kg for hydrogen and 45,000 kJ/kg for typical hydrocarbon
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fuels) [2:113]. However, the heating value per volume favors hydrocarbon fuels and
allows for smaller, more aerodynamic flight vehicles (approximately 8,000 kJ/m3 for
hydrogen and 35,000-40,000 kJ/ m3 for typical hydrocarbon fuels) [3]. This trade off in
heating value between hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuel suggests that to take advantage of
the higher density of hydrocarbon fuels, some means of enhancing the performance of
hydrocarbon fuel in the scramjet engine requires consideration, such as more effective use
of combustor volume. The cooling capacity of the fuel, in fuel-cooled engines, may drive
the selection of materials or limit allowable flight Mach number to maintain acceptable
engine temperatures [22]. Furthermore, in a hydrocarbon-fueled engine, fouling of fuel
lines and cooling channels becomes a significant concern. Hydrocarbon fuel can leave
deposits in lines through chemical reactions or through the thermal reactions that can
provide additional heat sink capability and performance [3; 22]. In general the rate of
deposition is proportional to temperature [3]. Different fuels also drive different storage
mechanisms. For instance, liquid hydrogen fuel requires cryogenic storage with relatively
large and heavy storage tanks which will adversely affect vehicle performance
aerodynamically. Hydrocarbon fuels, on the other hand, are denser and storable at
ambient temperatures allowing for smaller vehicles [2:507; 3; 22 ]. All of these fuel
characteristics have significant effects on engine performance. Additionally, the internal
fluid dynamics generated by engine components such as isolators, flameholders, injectors,
etc., may lead to insurmountable overall losses or lead to local extremes of temperature
and pressure at Mach numbers significantly different than the design Mach number of the
engine.
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Since the vehicle body will likely form part of the compression and expansion
system of the engine, external aerodynamic and operational design choices may also limit
the ability of the engine to produce thrust off-design. Complicating the design situation,
the choice of fuel can greatly influence the external aerodynamics since the different
densities and storage requirements of the fuel may impose severe volume and weight
requirements. Lastly, as flight Mach number increases, total temperature and pressure of
the decelerating air entering the engine rise exponentially, ultimately resulting in
molecular dissociation, structural limitations, and limited available heat addition from the
fuel before thermal choking [2]. For instance, at approximately 2000 K, the oxygen in the
atmosphere begins to dissociate into atomic oxygen. This endothermic reaction is slower
than the typical characteristic time of the flow through the engine and robs the overall
flow of energy that might otherwise be available for thrust [2:49-50]. At a typical
hypersonic cruising altitude, the total temperature of the oncoming flow reaches 2000 K
at approximately M = 6.4, which indicates that dissociation becomes a consideration even
at low hypersonic velocities.
The lower speed limit on scramjet engines largely results from the actual engine
design, since as speed decreases other forms of airbreathing propulsion become more
attractive. As Mach number decreases, static temperature and pressure of the air entering
the scramjet engine combustor decrease which leads to increased ignition delay times and
less robust combustion [2:325-326]. This study focuses on the lower end of hypersonic
flight which presents a more difficult ignition environment for the scramjet designer.
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This study focused on a combustor inlet Mach number of two which approximates
a flight Mach number of about five. Ref. [2] presents this relationship as a design rule of
thumb correlating flight and combustor inlet Mach numbers [2:159]:
M combustor ≈ 0.4 M flight

(3)

Knowing the flight Mach number (M = 5), and accepting a middle range dynamic
pressure of 47,880 Pa (1000 lbf/ft2), the ambient pressure, and therefore mean altitude
may be determined using [2:37-39]

q∞ =

γ
2

P∞ M ∞2

(4)

In this example, the resulting ambient pressure is 2740 Pa, which occurs near 24.4 km
(80,000 feet) above mean sea level. The preceding argument provides the basis of the
flight condition used in this study: M = 5 at 24.4 km (80,000 feet). Higher flight Mach
numbers require less robust flameholding since the temperature and pressure within the
engine can cause the fuel to auto-ignite [2:326; 18].
Scramjet engines produces thrust in much the same manner as other air-breathing
engines. The basic functions (compression, combustion, expansion) of other air breathing
engines still exist, but are implemented differently than in slower speed propulsion
systems, such as the turbojet or turbofan. In fact, to achieve a positive net thrust a
scramjet engine will likely integrate more closely with the airframe than lower speed
propulsion systems such that the airframe itself will form part of the compression and
expansion systems. The remainder of this section explores the various scramjet
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component and system functions. Four major sections of the scramjet engine designated
by the numbering shown in Figure 4 are the inlet, isolator, combustor, and nozzle [2:151].
As in other air-breathing propulsion systems, the oncoming air requires
compression for efficient combustion. In the case of the scramjet, the compression can
occur in two different phases. First, the shock wave generated from the motion of the
vehicle through the air will provide some degree of external compression. Second, a
converging inlet will serve to provide the remaining required compression internally. The
use of the internal and external compressions highlights the need for a tightly integrated
engine and airframe.
A constant area duct ahead of the scramjet combustor section called an isolator
contains the shock-train that results as the inlet static pressure increases to the combustor
static pressure. An isolator too short for the amount of static pressure rise due to
combustion leads to the leading edge of the shock train in the isolator moving upstream
until an approximately normal shock forms ahead of the inlet. The resulting unstart, with

Figure 4. Scramjet engine reference stations
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associated loss of mass flow and increased pressure losses, will result in loss of thrust and
may cause significant transient structural loads [2:250-254].
The combustor itself contains the fuel injectors and flameholders and designates
the region where combustion begins. This section of the engine contains the focus of this
study in the hope that by improving the flameholding within the engine, a shorter
combustor with improved performance results. A more detailed discussion on
flameholders follows in the next section.
The nozzle in a scramjet engine provides the surface for the expanding flow to act
against and produce thrust just like rocket or turbine engines. Unlike turbine engines
there may be a significant amount of external compression or expansion where the
vehicle body acts as part of the propulsion system similar to the two regions of
compression discussed earlier. Also, with the very short residence time in a scramjet,
burning will likely continue out of the combustor and through the nozzle.

2.2 Cavity Flameholders
The ignition of fuel within the engine requires appropriate temperature, pressure,
equivalence ratio, and sufficient residence time for the combustion reaction to occur. The
flameholder minimizes the ignition delay time, and therefore combustor length, required
for initiating and sustaining combustion within the engine [18]. Any component that
provides a zone with a flow velocity small enough for effective mixing and for the flame
to stabilize can work as a flameholder. Common flameholders include the v-gutter
commonly found in turbine afterburners or a simple step, found on some scramjet designs
and represented in Figure 5. Flameholders provide a turbulent recirculation region where
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combustion can take place with fuel and air entrained from the main flow. If the
recirculation region entrains an appropriate fuel-air mixture a stable flame should burn
and provide a constant ignition source. The incorporation of the flameholder in the
combustor design must thoroughly minimize drag [23:258-259].
Cavity flameholders, similar to the simple rectangular cavity shown in Figure 6,
present a potential low-drag flameholding solution. Both step and cavity flameholders
rely on recirculation behind a discontinuous step in the combustor surface. However, the
step design suffers from higher drag and stagnation pressure losses than the cavity design
[18]. Both faces of a cavity experience similar static pressures greatly reducing, or
eliminating, the pressure drag of the step flameholder [21:18]. Also, the total temperature
within the cavity can approach the freestream total temperature allowing the cavity
flameholder to take better advantage of the energy in the oncoming flow [13].
Cavity flameholders alone provide a relatively low drag recirculation region
where fuel and air can react and provide a stable flame source. Without a flameholder,

Figure 5. Step flameholder
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Figure 6. Rectangular cavity flameholder
the length of the combustor would need to account for the ignition delay time of the fuel.
The ignition of hydrocarbon fuel in a supersonic combustor may take a significant
distance since the ignition delay of hydrocarbon fuels is on the order of 1 millisecond
[11]. Thrust-to-drag ratio is roughly proportional to the ratio of combustor diameter and
combustor length making shorter engines highly desirable [24]. If the cavity residence
time is equal to or greater than the ignition delay, a stable flame can exist within the
flameholder enabling a shorter combustor.
Cavity flows can be classified as either open or closed based primarily on their
length-to-depth ratio (L/D). A shear layer forming at the leading edge of the cavity and
then reattaching on the downstream wall of the cavity characterizes open cavity flow as
seen in Figure 7. The shear layer over a closed cavity, on the other hand, reattaches to the
floor of the cavity. Significantly higher drag results from the flow encountering the
downstream wall in closed cavities, which favors the use of open cavities as
flameholders. The actual transition from open cavity to closed cavity depends on the
overall flow, but typically occurs as the L/D increases past ten [18].
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Some of the factors

influencing the cavity flow include geometry and freestream Mach number [25]. The
incoming boundary layer will greatly influence the shear layer that forms above the
cavity, but otherwise Reynolds number has a minimal effect on cavity-only flows.
The shape of the cavity has probably the strongest effect on cavity flow
characteristics. Open cavities with L/D greater than about 2-3 have two large counterrotating vortices similar to Figure 6 dominating the cavity flow [18]. Reverse flow
velocities along the floor of the cavity may be very high. For example, Ref. [26] noted
reverse flow velocities along the floor of the cavity up to about 40% of the free-stream
velocity magnitude for a Mach 2 free-stream flow. Rectangular cavities are prone to
unsteady flow due to acoustic disturbances caused by the shear layer impinging on the
downstream wall and by periodic mass exchange with the main flow as the disturbed
shear layer moves up and down [27; 28].
When the shear layer impinges on the downstream wall of the cavity, a pressure
wave may form, travel upstream at the local speed of sound, and reflect off the leading
edge of the cavity. As the pressure wave reflects off the leading edge, it produces a

Figure 7. Cavity classifications
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vortex structure within the shear layer that travels downstream at the convective velocity.
The convective velocity, Uc, is the velocity at which large-scale structures within the
shear layer travel downstream and is discussed in more detail later. When this vortex
reaches the downstream wall it creates another pressure wave closing the loop [25; 29].
This oscillating structure causes the shear layer above the cavity to lift up resulting in
unsteadiness in the overlying flow [29]. The shear layer moving up at the downstream
edge allows mass to exit the cavity, and immediately followed by mass entering the cavity
when the shear layer moves down below the downstream edge. This flapping of the shear
layer results in the periodic mass exchange at the downstream edge of the cavity [27; 28].
Traveling disturbances of the shear layer can be quite large as demonstrated in Ref. [26]
where the shear layer oscillated upward a distance equal to about 40% of the cavity depth.
An empirical relation for estimating the frequencies of pressure oscillations in a
rectangular cavity flow [28] and subsequently modified to account for compressible flow
[30] is

f =

(m −α )
U
1
L1
 γ −1 2  2 
 + M 1 +
M  
K
2

 


(5)

where U is the duct velocity, L is the cavity length, m is the mode number, α and K are
empirical constants and M is the tunnel Mach number. Ref. [28] concluded α = 0.25 and
K = 0.57 for an L/D = 4 cavity, although research in Ref. [31] found that α = 0.1 fit the
data better for a slightly longer cavity. Ref. [28] further explained that K is the ratio of the
speed at which the shear layer disturbances move downstream to the free stream velocity,
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i.e., K = Uc/U. The first three mode

Table 1. Rectangular cavity oscillation
frequencies

frequencies for α = 0.25 and α = 0.1 are

(U = 500 m/s, L = 10 cm, M = 2, K = 0.57)

presented in Table 1. Equation 5 only

mode

f (Hz)
α = 0.25

f (Hz)
α = 0.1

estimates the frequencies for each mode and

m=1
m=2
m=3

861
2330
3158

1198
2530
3862

does not include any prediction on the
amplitude of each mode. Experimental data

show that as free-stream Mach number increases, the size of the large-scale structures
within the shear layer decreases [29].
High convective Mach numbers significantly inhibit the growth of turbulent shear
layers and the effectiveness of the turbulent mixing within them [32; 33]. The convective
Mach number is defined as the Mach number in a frame of reference that moves within
the shear layer at the speed of the dominant structures or waves, i.e., the convective
velocity, Uc. The convective velocity may be approximated by the speed of sound
weighted average, assuming γ1 = γ2 [33]:

Uc =

a 2U 1 + a1U 2
a1 + a 2

(6)

where U1 and a1 are the velocity and sound speed above the shear layer (high-speed side),
and U2 and a2 represent the flow below the shear layer (low-speed side). The convective
Mach number on the high speed side of the shear layer is defined as:

M c1 ≡

U1 − U c
a1
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(7)

Convective Mach numbers may also be calculated below the shear layer. Shear layer
growth decreases asymptotically to about 20% of the incompressible value as the
convective Mach number approaches one [33; 34]. Since the convective Mach number
associated with a scramjet flameholder is likely high, additional mixing mechanisms such
as pylons become desirable.
Inclining the rear wall downstream, as seen in Figure 8, allows the shear layer to
smoothly reattach thereby reducing the magnitude of the unsteady effects associated with
rectangular cavities [18; 27]. However, even with an inclined downstream wall,
oscillations of the shear layer remain possible [21:134-136; 35]. Other effects within the
flameholder may even further reduce unsteady fluctuations. For instance, fuel injection
upstream of the cavity has been shown to reduce cavity instability [36]. Additionally, the
heat addition due to combustion may suppress cavity instabilities seen under cold flow
conditions [37].
In addition to reducing pressure fluctuations, inclining the downstream wall
results in slightly increased drag and mass exchange rate [38; 39]. Inclining the
downstream wall also exposes more of the downstream wall to the oncoming flow
increasing drag. Ref. [39] presented data in a M = 2.9 flow showing cavity drag

Figure 8. Inclined cavity flameholder
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coefficient increasing approximately 13% (0.0028 to 0.0032) when decreasing the
downstream wall angle from 90 degrees to 30 degrees. Combusting flow would at least
partially offset this added drag since the top of the shear layer has been shown to rise up
in combusting flow [40]. A large vortex oriented span-wise across the cavity dominates
the inclined cavity flow. This large span-wise vortex governs the mass exchange between
the cavity and main flow. A smaller counter rotating vortex may form along the bottom
of the upstream cavity wall [21:119; 38; 39]. These vortices provide a zone for the fuelair mixture to ignite and form a stable flame. Ongoing research has examined these
vortices in an attempt to improve flameholding and ensure sufficient cavity residence
time to counter the increased mass exchange driven by inclining the downstream wall of
the cavity [13; 38; 39]. The overall flow in the cavity may appear dominated by twodimensional effects, but the flow remains three-dimensional. Stream-wise vortex
structures form off the side wall and produce a non-uniform pressure distribution along
the downstream wall. This effect was computationally presented in Ref. [27] and also
noted in an experimental injection study in Ref. [13].
References [38-39] present computational and experimental results for various
cavity configurations supporting the above cavity flow characteristics. Computational
results shown in Figure 9 for an M = 3, Re = 51 x 106 m-1 flow over an L/D = 3, 30 degree
inclined cavity [38] clearly show the dominant spanwise vortex and the smaller upstream
corner vortex. The computational model in Ref. [39] solved the two-dimensional,
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the same k-ω shear stress transport
(SST) turbulence model used in the present study. At approximately M = 2.9 and Re = 66
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Figure 9. Computational streamlines for M = 3, Re = 51 x 106 m-1 flow over an L/D =
3, 30° inclined cavity flameholder [38]
x 106 m-1, the flow conditions were slightly different, but with results consistent with Ref.
[38]. In addition to the overall flow characteristics, such as the spanwise vortex, Refs.
[38-39] also presented an inverse relationship between cavity mass exchange and cavity
residence time. In order for the flameholder to function effectively, the residence time
must remain high enough for a stable flame to burn in the flameholder, yet sustain
sufficient mass exchange to provide a steady source of fresh air and/or fuel. Cavity
flameholders tend to become fuel-rich, or at least contain significant fuel-rich regions [38;
41], highlighting the importance of balancing sufficient mass exchange with the main
combustor flow and the increased residence time required for hydrocarbon combustion.
The goal of a cavity flameholder is to increase the residence time of the fuel-air
mixture and reduce engine length and drag. Open cavities such as the one under study
tend to have less mass exchange with the main flow compared to closed cavities [38].
Cavity shape alone appears to have little effect on residence time or mass entrainment
[39]. Residence time is primarily driven by cavity depth since a deeper cavity has a larger
volume and therefore contains more mass for a given density. Longer cavities also have
increased volume which increases residence time, but higher mass exchange due to the
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larger area exposed to the free-stream flow decreases residence time. As a result, length
has little effect on residence time. The inclined cavity has a lower residence time when
compared to the rectangular cavity of the same L/D ratio due to the higher entrainment
caused by the shear layer moving lower into the cavity [38; 39].
Shock and expansion waves caused by the cavity flow correspond to three primary
cavity flow characteristics: flow changes at the leading edge of the cavity, flow impinging
on the downstream wall or ramp, and shear layer structures caused by unsteady flow
within the cavity. When the flow encounters the leading edge of the cavity and separates,
it may cause a compression or an expansion wave depending on the angle the shear layer
makes with the incoming duct [34; 38]. In general, a longer cavity is more likely to have
a leading edge expansion than a shorter cavity due to the flow deflecting deeper into the
cavity. In contrast, when the supersonic flow encounters the downstream wall of the
cavity a compression wave will always result. Waves outside the cavity are a prominent
visual feature of unsteady flow within the cavity and are caused by disturbances within
the shear layer. Shocks may form off large scale structures in the shear layer directly or
may also form as a result of the displaced shear layer due to unsteady pressure in the
cavity [26; 29]. Waves caused by an oscillating shear layer may be characterized by
curved waves originating at the shear layer. Several research teams have captured these
curved waves in shadowgraph images [26; 29; 38].
Though cavity flameholders provide a steady source of ignition, cavity
combustion products generally remain near the floor of the combustor. Assuming a
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uniform and suitable equivalence ratio and a main flow parallel to the cavity, the flame
spread in natural flame convection can be estimated by (see Figure 10):

u 
spread angle = sin −1  f 
U 

(8)

where uf is the turbulent flame speed and U is the flow speed. For example, a typical
hydrocarbon turbulent flame speed is about 4.5 m/s (about an order of magnitude above
the laminar flame speed) [11]. In a 500 m/s flow, the spread angle is about a half degree.
Thus, even with effective flameholding the flame will remain near the combustor wall as
seen in previous research [42]. The spread angle of hydrogen under similar
circumstances is approximately 2.6 degrees.
Assuming a cavity flameholder successfully ignites an oncoming fuel-air mixture
in the main combustor flow parallel to the cavity, a hydrogen flame growing from the
leading edge of the cavity will grow at four times the rate of a hydrocarbon flame. In
order for a hydrocarbon fueled engine to take advantage of more of the combustor
volume, some mechanism, such as a pylon at the flameholder leading edge, must be

Figure 10. Flame spread geometry
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installed. For example, a 5 cm high, 1 cm wide pylon upstream of a 10 cm wide cavity
will approximately double the area growth rate of the hydrocarbon flame within the
engine (not including the area directly in the pylon wake) enabling a significantly shorter
engine than the cavity-only, hydrocarbon fueled engine. Considering the inverse
proportion of engine thrust-to-drag and engine length, the addition of a leading edge
pylon in this idealized example should provide a nearly 100% improvement in engine
thrust-to-drag ratio. Thus, while hydrocarbon fuels cannot match the combustion
characteristics of hydrogen, the use of a pylon in combination with a cavity flameholder
should provide a means of significantly enhancing the use of available combustor
volume, providing for a shorter engine and improving performance.

2.3 Cavity-Pylon Flameholder
Intrusive devices can enhance the interaction between a cavity-based flameholder
and a fuel-air mixture in the core flow [14; 43; 44]. A pylon placed at the leading edge
of the cavity provides such a mechanism by increasing the mass exchange between the
cavity and freestream [16] and improving mixing due to pylon vortex/shock interactions
[44]. Low pressure behind the pylon draws fluid out of the higher pressure cavity and
into the main flow which leads to increased mass exchange between the cavity and main
flow compared to a cavity-only case [15; 16] (see Figure 11). Supersonic expansion at
the pylon edges, as represented in the two-dimensional example in Figure 12, results in
low pressure behind the pylon [45:174-183]. The pressure differential between the cavity
and pylon base should result in a flow of cavity fluid upward behind the pylon. This
upward flow will lie between a pair of streamwise counter-rotating vortices that form as
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Figure 11. Cavity flameholder with inclined downstream ramp and leading edge
pylon (on centerline)
the flow over the top of the pylon spills over each side. The vortices generated by a ramp
fuel injector produce a similar effect. This additional streamwise vorticity should
enhance mixing of the fluid behind the pylon and the main flow [2:309; 46].
While the use of pylons to specifically induce flow out of a cavity flameholder has
only recently been explored [15; 16; 17], pylons, ramps and struts as combustor
enhancements have been the focus of several research efforts [14; 43; 44; 47; 48; 49].
More specifically, Refs. [14; 47; 48] demonstrated improved fuel penetration and mixing
of wall-injected fuel into the low-pressure region behind small pylons upstream of the
fuel injectors. In addition to the improved penetration of fuel into the main combustor
flow, these studies noted improved mixing due to axial vorticity shed off the pylons. In
addition to the improved penetration and mixing behind the pylons, Ref. [48] presented
data showing no significant total pressure losses from the addition of small pylons
(approximately 1 cm high) with sharp leading edges ahead of the fuel injectors. Pylon
fuel injection ahead of step flameholders has been shown to sustain methane combustion
[50]. Ref. [51] explored the use of wedge fuel injectors alone or ahead of a cavity and
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Figure 12. Two-dimensional pylon shock/expansion system
showed improved combustion characteristics of ethylene fuel with the cavity placed
behind the wedge fuel injector.
Increased mass exchange will tend to reduce the overall residence time in the
cavity resulting in a design limitation for the engine designer since it may drive the
operating and ignition envelope [15]. The increased mass exchange due to the pylon has
an effect similar to increasing the length of an open inclined cavity [39], but probably
more pronounced due to the intrusive interaction of the pylon with the main flow. The
improved penetration of flameholder products into the main flow will enable the use of a
larger volume of the main flow for combustion, although the reduced residence time must
be accounted for. Drag is a concern; however, static pressure rise due to combustion
behind the pylon should at least partially offset the pressure drag increase from adding the
pylon to the cavity flameholder [44].
Experimental data in Ref. [52] showed adding a strut ahead of a cavity
flameholder resulted in more stable combustion. The increased mass exchange due to the
pylon induced flow should contribute to steadier flow since mass can leave the cavity
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behind the pylon at a more or less constant rate instead of through the shear layer
oscillating up and down at the rear of the cavity. Even relatively small rectangular
spoilers placed spanwise ahead of a cavity disturbed the flow ahead of a cavity resulting
in significantly reduced pressure fluctuations in a rectangular cavity, although oscillation
frequencies were unaffected [28]. Ref. [12] noted possible oscillations of the shear layer
near the ramps of a ramp mixer ahead of a step flameholder. Therefore, it seems
reasonable that fluctuations may remain after the addition of a pylon to the cavity
flameholder, although at a greatly reduced magnitude.
The pylon wake and the cavity shear layer will interact. The shear layer should
progressively grow out of the cavity in the vicinity of the wake due to the lower velocity
of the pylon wake flow. The cavity shear layer should grow nearly linearly and the wake
should grow proportional to the square root of the downstream distance [53:485]. The
combined mixing layer/wake should eventually present a raised shear layer to the
oncoming flow such as shown in Figure 13. This combined pylon wake and cavity shear
layer will present a larger interface between the oncoming flow and flameholder products
than a cavity flameholder without the pylon. Since the growth rates differ and the flow
will interact with the side walls, the proportions of the profile will likely change as the
flow progresses downstream.
Extrapolating from Ref. [14], by transporting fuel-rich combustion products from
within the cavity, there may be a larger region above the cavity with suitable conditions
for combustion. Ref. [14] also noted the pylon ahead of the cavity configuration may also
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Cavity Shear Layer + Pylon Wake

Cavity Shear Layer

Figure 13. Comparison of cavity shear layer and cavity shear
layer plus pylon wake
lift the shear layer. Additionally, the shocks off the pylon may further enhance mixing in
the shear layer as they reflect off the duct walls and over the cavity [46].
Adding a pylon to a cavity flameholder will create strong shocks within the
combustor section of the engine. An oblique or bow shock will form off the leading edge
of the pylon reflecting off the duct ceiling and wall. Expansion waves will form at the
back of the pylon. The reduced pressure behind the pylon due to the expansion should
draw higher pressure cavity fluid up the rear of the pylon and into the pylon wake which
should significantly increase the volume of reacting products within the main flow. The
pylon waves and reflections will interact with the waves due to the cavity and will result
in a complex three-dimensional flow field downstream of the pylon. Since shocks are an
inevitable result of using a pylon with the cavity flameholder, the shock system in a final
design should be tuned to enhance mixing in the flameholder and throughout the
combustor section.
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Addition of a pylon to a cavity-based flameholder should enhance the interaction
of the flameholder and fuel-air mixture in the main combustor flow. The effects just
discussed should provide a mechanism by which hydrocarbon fuels can provide sufficient
performance for useful scramjet operations without the burden of the complex fuel
logistics and airframe design issues associated with hydrogen fuel. Knowledge of the
characteristics of the overall pylon-cavity flow will provide a previously unavailable tool
for the scramjet researcher to enhance the effectiveness of scramjet combustor designs.
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III. Experimental Approach
This section presents the facilities and procedures used in the experimental portion of the
study. Data with and without the pylon installed were collected for comparison purposes.
A range of Reynolds numbers provided an initial look at any scale effects that might exist
affecting the pylon-cavity flowfield. The limited wind tunnel data combined with the
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) data (discussed in the next section) allowed a more
complete picture of the flow features of the pylon-cavity flameholder in a non-reacting
flow. Wind tunnel operations techniques, lab procedures and detailed hardware drawings
are provided in Appendix A.

3.1 Wind Tunnel and Test Section
Testing was accomplished in the AFIT 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel, shown in
Figure 14. The tunnel is a blow-down type tunnel built by Aerolab, capable of Mach
numbers from 1.4 to 4.0. A lower sliding block nozzle with contours based on Ref. [54]
provides the ability to adjust Mach number. Air for the tunnel is stored in a 22.7 kiloliter
(800 cubic foot) tank at up to 1380 kPa (200 psi) and provided by two 37.3 kW (50 hp)
compressors (Ingersoll-Rand UP6-50PE-200) with two desiccant-type dryers (Donaldson
AHLD-350). Dew point measured downstream of the dryers is below -40 °C. A
perforated steel disc inside the upstream end of the stagnation tank evenly distributes the
supply flow across the stagnation tank. Additionally, three stainless steel screens
installed in the stagnation tank enhance flow uniformity [55]. A pressure regulator
installed immediately upstream of the stagnation tank held mean tank pressures to within
approximately 3% of the target pressure. In order to have a statistically significant
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Figure 14. AFIT 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel
number of samples, conditions were considered stable for data collection when stagnation
pressure (Pt) was within 10% of peak pressure for each run. Stable run times varied with
stagnation pressure from approximately 15 seconds at Pt = 248.2 kPa (36 psia) to
approximately 8 seconds at Pt = 427.5 kPa (62 psia) with M = 2. Supply temperature was
not controllable and varied between approximately 260 K and 300 K over the course of
the study. Stagnation temperature varied approximately +/- 3% during data runs and,
therefore, Reynolds number also varied by approximately +/- 3% for a given stagnation
pressure setting. Figure 15 presents a typical run stagnation tank temperature and
pressure time history.
Two effects limited the range of stagnation pressures, and therefore Reynolds
numbers, during wind tunnel operations. First, excessive vibration of the entire tunnel
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Figure 15. Stagnation tank pressure and temperature traces (stagnation pressure
setting = 241 kPa, peak stagnation pressure = 258 kPa)
began to develop above stagnation pressure settings of approximately 517.1 kPa (75
psia). These vibrations intermittently disrupted writing data to hard drives in the
laboratory computers. Second, the pressure regulator could not respond fast enough to
achieve stagnation pressures significantly above 448.2 kPa (65 psia). As a result of the
pressure regulator characteristics, the pressure achieved in the stagnation tank did not
equal the pressure setting. The four test conditions chosen for this study are listed in
Table 2 along with the associated variability in stagnation pressure and Reynolds number.
The variability in conditions from run to run was attributed to the inability to control
temperature. The regulator calibration, detailed test conditions and additional details are
presented in Appendix A.
The range of stagnation tank pressure in the wind tunnel testing was limited from
approximately 241.3 kPa to 448.2 kPa (35 psia to 65 psia). As previously discussed in
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Table 2. Wind tunnel test conditions (M ≈ 2)

Condition

Stagnation
pressure setting
(kPa / psia)

Mean
stagnation
pressure
(kPa / psia)

Standard deviation
of stagnation
pressure
(kPa / psia)

Mean
Reynolds
number
(m-1)

Standard
deviation of
Reynolds number
(m-1)

1

241.3 / 35

248.2 / 36

6.1 / 0.89

3.2 x 107

1.2 x 106

2

379.2 / 55

324.1 / 47

9.0 / 1.30

4.2 x 107

1.3 x 106

3

517.1 / 75

372.3 / 54

5.9 / 0.85

4.9 x 107

1.5 x 106

4

655.0 / 95

427.5 / 62

7.6 / 1.10

5.5 x 107

2.5 x 106

Section II, the approximate flight condition represented in this study is M = 5 at 24.4 km
(80,000 feet) above mean sea level. Temperature for this study didn’t represent a realistic
flight condition due to wind tunnel limitations. A representative static temperature
entering the combustor section would exceed 700K, but typical wind tunnel temperatures
approached 280 K. The resulting unit Reynolds numbers were approximately three times
higher than a flight representative condition.
The original wind tunnel was modified by inserting a new, more accessible test
section, seen in Figure 16, downstream of the original test section. The test section
provided a 86.4 cm (34 in) long, constant area duct with internal dimensions of 15.2 cm
by 16.5 cm (6 in by 6.5 in) and had optical access through the top and both sides.
Although the internal duct dimensions do not match precisely, documentation refers to
the 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel [55]. A removable side window allowed the
insertion of a mounting plate for probe measurements. The test section floor
accommodated access to the test article for surface pressure tap tubing, pressure
transducer wiring and PIV seeding.
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Figure 16. AFIT 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel add-on test section with pylon
installed and configured for PIV (near-side window and probe plate removed)

Limited probe data across the entrance of the test section (x = -22 cm, y = 3.7 cm)
shown in Figure 17 show non-uniform flow, but generally good agreement between the
CFD and probe measurements. The boundary layer on the –z side of the test section
appears slightly thicker resulting in a small velocity gradient from one side to the other
( dM dz ≈ 0.008 cm-1). Also, a slight velocity deficit on centerline led to a higher
centerline pressure measured on the downstream ramp of the baseline cavity.
The test article geometry was based on previous work at AFIT and AFRL [13; 14;
38; 40; 42; 43] and selected to clearly show the various flow features, but not optimally
designed to minimize drag losses. The downstream face of the pylon is flush with the
cavity step and rectangular in shape, resulting in a flat, triangular top face as shown in
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Figure 17. Mach number profile across the test section entrance
(x = -22 cm, y = 3.7 cm; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
Figure 18. This design provides a simple geometry to study flow traveling from the cavity
into the core flow. The cavity depth (D) is 2.54 cm (1 inch) and the length (L) is 10.16
cm (4 inches). The test section duct is 15.24 cm (6 inches) wide and 16.51 cm high (6.5
inches). The pylon, when installed, is 5.08 cm high (2 inches) and 10.16 cm (4 inches)
long and 1.016 cm (0.4 inches) wide. Cavity length to depth (L/D) ratio is 4.0, pylon
height to cavity depth (h/D) ratio is 2.0, and pylon width to depth (w/D) ratio is 0.4. The
downstream ramp is inclined 22 degrees from the horizontal and the pylon is swept back
29 degrees from horizontal. The distance from the cavity leading edge to the mid-point of
the downstream ramp defines the cavity length. Ongoing combustion research at AFRL
uses a similar pylon-cavity flameholder with h/D = 1.5 and w/D = 0.6 [15]. Forty 0.03
inch diameter pressure taps, located at several locations, provided for surface pressure
measurements in and around the flameholder. Figure 19 illustrates the locations of the
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pressure taps as well as the port used for a flush-mounted pressure transducer or cavity
PIV injector. Figure 19 also depicts the coordinate system. The coordinate system
associated with the test article centers on the leading edge of the cavity at the base of the
pylon. The positive x-direction is downstream of the cavity leading edge, positive ydirection is vertically upward from the cavity leading edge, and the positive z-direction is
oriented across the cavity to complete a right hand system.

Figure 18. Test article geometry
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Figure 19. Coordinate system and pressure tap placement
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3.2 Instrumentation
Wind tunnel monitoring used a locally developed LabView program. Pressure
monitoring used Endevco piezo-electric pressure transducers shown in Table 3. The
pressure transducers were calibrated to local atmospheric pressure one, or more, times
every day using a Druck Inc. DPI-141 Resonant Sensor Barometer accurate to +/- 0.0075
in Hg (25.5 Pa / 0.0037 psi). All pressure transducers were calibrated to +/- 68.9 Pa (0.01
psi). Watlow, exposed, beaded tip, K-type thermocouples (P/N: ACEF00Q060EK000)
placed in the supply channel and stagnation chamber provided temperature data accurate
to +/- 2.2 deg C. A National Instruments data acquisition system collected data at 20 Hz
(SCXI-1000 chassis, SCXI-1600 USB Data Acquisition and Control Module, SCXI-1112
Thermocouple Input Module, and two SCXI-1121 Isolation Amplifier Modules).
Pitot or static probe pressures routed into an Endevco pressure transducer through
the probe and a short rubber tube provided probe data. Individual static and pitot pressure
probes allowed for a limited survey of mean pressure measurements across the test
section. The diamond-shaped supersonic probes were restricted to y = 3.7 cm and
discrete streamwise stations ahead of and behind the pylon (x = 8.8 cm and x = -12 cm

Table 3. Pressure transducer list
Location
Supply duct
Stagnation tank
Tunnel ceiling
Tunnel floor
Cavity floor
Probe

Part number
8510B
8530C
8530C
8530C
8530C
8530C

Full-scale pressure
(kPa / psi)
3447.4 / 500
689.5 / 100
689.5 / 100
344.7 / 50
103.4 / 15
344.7 / 50
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Gauge / Absolute
Gauge
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

Figure 20. Static and pitot probes
were used). However, the probes were unrestricted across the test section (z-axis).
Figure 20 shows the static and pitot probes used for testing.
Average surface pressure data were collected using an Esterline Pressure Systems
DTC Initium pressure scanning system with a 206.8 kPa (30 psi) differential pressure
scanner (P/N: 64HD-0803001000) and supporting hardware, controlled independently of
other lab systems on a personal computer. The pressure scanner accuracy of 0.1% of full
scale equated to +/- 206.8 Pa (0.03 psi). The scanner operated at approximately 8.5 Hz
over 41 channels. Surface pressure taps were connected to the pressure scanner using 1.6
mm (0.063 inch) metal tubing mounted beneath each tap and approximately 60 cm of 1.5
mm (0.06 inch) (ID) plastic tubing and associated fittings.
Frequency data were collected using a 103.4 kPa (15 psia) Endevco pressure
transducer flush-mounted on the cavity floor (Figure 19). The pressure transducer
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received 10 V excitation power from an Agilent E3631A DC Power Supply. Electrical
signals from the transducer were fed directly into an Agilent 35670A Digital Signal
Analyzer. The signal analyzer produced a power spectral density data set saved to an
ASCII file for further processing.
Shadowgraph photography relies on the relationship between density and
refractive index of air allowing visualization of density variations, such as shock waves,
as a function of d 2 ρ dx 2 . Schlieren photography provides similar data, but through the
use of a knife edge at the focal point to block out the refracted light rays, allows the
visualization of density gradient directly, i.e., d ρ dx [56]. Both methods rely on parallel
light beams passing through the test section. Figure 21 depicts the light beam refraction
through the test section for both shadowgraph and Schlieren photography.
Shadowgraph and Schlieren data were collected using a Photron Fastcam-X color,
high-speed camera system with a Tokina 80-200 mm lens at an f-stop of 4. All captured

Figure 21. Refraction of parallel light beams passing through the test section used
in Shadowgraph/Schlieren photography [56]
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images used an exposure time of 1.5625 x 10-5 sec (1/64000 sec). The system was
independently controlled from a stand-alone personal computer. The Fastcam system
supports video capture at up to 16,000 frames per second. Full-frame video (1280x1024
pixels) was available at up to 500 frames per second and used for imaging the overall
flow. Frame size became increasingly limited at the higher frame rates used to examine
the shear layer immediately downstream of the baseline cavity lip (320x32 pixels at
16,000 frames per second).
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measures the displacement of seed particles
within the flow. The displacement of seed particles in two different images at different
times provides a velocity vector. For large numbers of particles, statistical methods are
used in post-processing to return vectors within the illuminated plane. Laser light formed
into a planar sheet and projected into the flow provides illumination of seed particles in
the flow. Figure 22 represents the relationship between the PIV laser sheet, camera, and
flow. Figure 23 diagrams the PIV data reduction process. Further details on PIV may be
found in Refs. 57, 58, 59, or 60.

Figure 22. Two-dimensional PIV component relationships
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Figure 23. PIV data reduction flow (flow from right; details in App. A)
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A Dantec Dynamics DC PIV system provided Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
data. The light sheet was created using a New Wave Research SOLO200XT dual flash
lamp-pumped Nd:YAG laser emitting a 532 nm beam. Dantec Dynamics Model 80x70
light sheet optics mounted to a Model 80x39 Mirror Arm formed the laser sheet in the
test section. The camera was a Dantec FlowSense 4M, using an AF Micro Nikkor 60mm
lens at an f-stop of 2.8. PIV system control and data reduction were accomplished on an
independent personal computer running Dantec Dynamic Studio version 2.0. Details on
the PIV data reduction may be found in Appendix A. Flow seeding was accomplished
using a CO2/dry ice clean seeding method under development at AFIT [61; 62; 63; 64].
This study used two different particle seeding configurations. Two injector ports
installed in the stagnation tank upstream of the tunnel nozzle provided seeding without
disturbing the overall flow. The stagnation tank injectors and high pressure liquid CO2
bottle are visible in Figure 14. The second injector was added due to the very sparse
seeding in the 6” x 6” wind tunnel noted in Ref. [64] which documented boundary layer
data in the same tunnel using only one injector. Even with the second injector, useable
PIV data required approximately 700-1100 image pairs. Typical PIV images showing the
sparse nature of the seeding can be seen in Appendix A. The low seeding density
contributed to a bias toward low velocities in some interrogation regions and manifested
as a grainy or noisy appearance in the PIV data. This bias towards lower velocities could
result in velocity errors of up to 15% to 40%. [60]. Since a single data run could only
capture 70 image pairs and the conditions of the wind tunnel varied slightly from run to
run, the resulting images average the results of 10-15 runs. The other injector
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configuration used a single stagnation tank injector and an injector mounted to the cavity
floor oriented toward the +z wall of the cavity as seen in Figure 24. Mounting an injector
within the cavity obviously disturbs the flow within the cavity, but provided the ability to
seed the pylon wake for qualitative analysis.
The stagnation tank injectors used a 2.0 mm / 3.2 mm (0.08 in / 0.125 in) (ID/OD)
feed tube and an approximately 25 cm long 6.4 mm / 9.5 mm (0.25 in / 0.375 in) (ID/OD)
shroud tube. Ref. [64] used the same shroud tube for the 6” x 6” tunnel stagnation tank
injector, but used a 0.8 mm / 1.6 mm (0.03 in / 0.0625 in) (ID/OD) feed tube. The cavity
injector used a 0.8 mm / 1.6 mm (0.03 in / 0.0625 in) (ID/OD) feed tube and an
approximately 5 cm long 2 mm / 3.2 mm (0.08 in / 0.125 in) (ID/OD) shroud tube bent 90
degrees to sit against the cavity floor. All lines from the CO2 source to the tunnel were

Figure 24. Cavity CO2 injector
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insulated to maximize the particle size leaving the injectors (the solid CO2 sublimates as
it progresses downstream). Ref. [62] measured a CO2 mass flow of 0.0064 kg/s using the
0.8 mm (0.03 in) feed tube from a high pressure CO2 bottle and should loosely
approximate the mass flow through the cavity injector. Mass flow through the stagnation
tank injectors was not measured. A single high pressure bottle of liquid CO2 could only
seed 10-15 wind tunnel runs. Additionally, the high-pressure bottle CO2 was initially
pressurized to approximately 11.4 MPa (1650 psia) and had a constantly decreasing
pressure as the bottle emptied. A higher capacity, constant pressure, dewar substituted for
the high pressure bottle resulted in qualitatively similar or slightly better seeding.
Particle sizes have not been characterized in the 6” x 6” tunnel, however bench results
venting to atmosphere in Ref. [64] found a CO2 particle diameter of approximately 2 µm
when using a configuration similar to the cavity injector.
PIV provided a boundary layer profile off the floor as the flow approached the test
section at x ≈ 12 cm, validating the computationally modeled conditions approaching the
test article. Agreement between CFD, PIV and an analytical curve fit was excellent as
seen in Figure 25. A probe data point at x = -22 cm and y = 3.7 cm, as well as surface
pressure data at x = -10.8 cm used to monitor wind tunnel operations, further verified the
mean free stream velocity of approximately 500 m/s. The analytical boundary layer
velocity profile was based on a 1/7th power law [65:192]:

 y
u =U  
δ 

1
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7

(9)

The boundary layer approximately 2.5 cm off-centerline on the floor of the tunnel
measured approximately 2 cm thick (based on both PIV and CFD results). The boundary
layer measured in this work was about 8 mm thicker than the results presented in Ref.
[64] for the same tunnel, but used about 3.5 times as many image pairs which should
result in better resolution. A disturbance between y = 2 cm and y = 2.5 cm evident in the
PIV data was consistent with either a data drop out due to sparse PIV seeding or flow
disturbances from small discrepancies in the test section construction (see Appendix A).
The agreement between three different experimental data methods, computational and
analytical results provide good validation of the techniques themselves as well as the
mean velocity magnitude entering the test section.
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Figure 25. Boundary layer entering the test section
(x ≈ -12 cm, z ≈ 2.5 cm; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1; probe data at x = -22 cm; surface
pressure data at x = -10.8 cm; velocity corrected for temperature variation)
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IV. Computational Approach
This section presents the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) domains and method.
Steady-state computational data were obtained using Fluent version 6.3.21 and the mesh
generation used GridGen version 15.11. A Linux cluster at AFIT, using up to 24
processors, provided a parallel computing environment for flow solutions. Direct
comparison to wind tunnel results provided validation and will be discussed in tandem
with experimental results in Section V. More detailed descriptions of the software, grid
convergence study and solution techniques are presented in Appendix B.

4.1 Computational Domains
The computational domain shown in Figure 26, consisted of several different
meshes. The tunnel nozzle mesh consisted of a structured grid of approximately 4.4
million cells. The cavity was an independent mesh and merged with the duct mesh within
Fluent. Using an independent cavity mesh helped ensure as much commonality between
the pylon and no-pylon models as possible. The cavity mesh consisted of approximately
2.1 million cells. This study used two different test section duct meshes. The no-pylon
duct consisted of approximately 3.9 million structured cells. The pylon duct used a
hybrid mesh consisting of approximately 3.6 million structured cells in three blocks
surrounding approximately 550,000 unstructured cells in the vicinity of the pylon. The
cavity-pylon and cavity-only meshes used identical wall spacing and spacing above/below
the cavity shear layer. The height of the first cell center above the test section floor
upstream of the cavity was 7.5 x 10-5 m. The resulting y+ values of the first cell center
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Figure 26. Computational domains
averaged approximately 35 to 57 depending on Reynolds number necessitating the use of
wall functions to more accurately model the bottom of the boundary layer. This spacing
resulted in approximately 32 cells in the boundary layer depicted in Figure 25 at x ≈ -12
cm. Course spacing along the tunnel ceiling conserved computational expense (y+ ≈ 6001000).
Figure 27 presents a close-up of the mesh on centerline (z = 0 cm) including the
cavity and rear of the pylon, showing the clustering in the shear layer and along the
surface of the pylon. The unstructured cells surrounding the pylon upstream of the cavity
edge are clearly seen above the pylon. Figure 28 presents the mesh spanning the test
section from the tunnel ceiling to the cavity floor at x = 5 cm showing cell clustering near
the shear layer and pylon wake as well as the finer spacing along the tunnel walls to more
accurately capture boundary layer behavior. The dense mesh within the cavity is evident
in both figures, with very close spacing along the cavity floor and ramp (y+ < 10).
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Figure 27. Close-up of mesh on centerline (z = 0 cm)

Figure 28. Cross-stream mesh from cavity floor to tunnel ceiling (x = 5 cm)
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4.2 Computational Method
The three-dimensional Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations were solved using
a coupled, implicit, second-order upwind solver. Cell fluxes were computed using a Roe
scheme and the viscosity was determined using Sutherland’s law. The working fluid was
air treated as an ideal gas with no reactions modeled, corresponding to the wind tunnel
test conditions. The CFL number in all cases was five.
The k-ω shear stress transport (SST) model [66] was used for turbulence
modeling. The SST model combines the advantages of the k-ω model near solid surfaces
with the k-ε model which has good free shear flow characteristics making it well suited
for this flow. The SST model also has improved performance in adverse pressure
gradient flows over either the k- ω or k- ε models.
Figure 29 diagrams the two-stage process used to arrive at computational
solutions. First, the wind tunnel nozzle was modeled up to the entrance of the test section
duct, shown in Figure 26, and only needed solving once, unlike the test section. Actual
wind tunnel stagnation tank conditions populated the pressure inlet boundary condition at
the nozzle inlet. Estimated average conditions for the nozzle exit based on wind tunnel
test section measurements provided the initial conditions at the outlet boundary. The
converged tunnel nozzle outlet conditions were then stored and used for the test section
inlet conditions with and without the pylon installed. Supersonic flow at the entrance and
exit allowed the use of test section inlet boundary conditions for the initialization of the
test section outlet. All wall boundaries were modeled as smooth, no-slip, adiabatic
surfaces.
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The computational study began before the conclusion of the wind tunnel work.
The inability to control wind tunnel temperature and scatter in the stagnation tank
pressure resulted in initial conditions (stagnation tank temperature and pressure) for CFD
slightly different from the mean values used in wind tunnel data reduction (detailed CFD
flow conditions are tabulated in Appendix B).
Convergence monitoring compared the difference between inlet and outlet mass
flow rates. As convergence was approached this difference approached zero. As a
secondary measure of convergence the same check was made at the junction between the
cavity and test section duct. The solution was considered converged when the average
error in mass flow for the duct decreased by approximately three orders of magnitude.
Figure 30 shows acceptable convergence for all cases required less than 20,000 iterations

Figure 29. Computational process
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which corresponded to approximately 110 hours per case. In absolute terms, the
difference in mass flow was small from the first iteration. After the first iteration in the
Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1 case (pylon installed), the difference in inlet and outlet mass flows was
0.11 kg/s, compared with an overall mass flow through the duct of 7.85 kg/s. After
20,000 iterations, the error had reduced to 1.4 x 10-5 kg/s or about 0.0002% of the overall
freestream mass flow (although this value fluctuated approaching convergence as seen in
Figure 30b).

The percentage error increased to approximately 0.0004% for the Re ≈ 55

x 106 m-1 case (pylon installed), although this remained acceptable. The percentage errors
in the no-pylon cases were of the same order of magnitude as the pylon installed cases.
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V. Results and Discussion
This section presents the combined computational/experimental test results. Flow
visualization, surface pressures, probe pressures, and particle image velocimetry were all
combined with CFD results to obtain a comprehensive picture of the pylon-cavity
flowfield. The combined methods provided more confidence in the results than either
technique standing alone. The wind tunnel data validated the CFD models, which in turn
provided a more complete picture of the flow.

5.1 Flow Visualization
Flow visualization using shadowgraph video provided a quick assessment of
prominent flameholder structures as well as validation of the CFD model’s ability to
capture the prominent flow features. Figure 32 presents a shadowgraph image of the
pylon-cavity flameholder model at Re ≈ 42 x 106 m-1 and was created by joining two
images at the same stagnation pressure setting. The two circular fields of view
overlapped and created the unusable region identified by the hatched region in Figure 31.
The flow is from the left and the prominent flow features closely match the predicted
CFD results shown in Figure 32 created by overlapping density gradient contours from
four z-planes (light shading corresponds to decreasing density and dark shading to
increasing density). Prominent features visible in Figure 31 include a shock off the
leading edge of the pylon, a recompression shock forming off the downstream cavity
ramp, and an expansion at the cavity leading edge. The cavity shear layer and pylon wake
also appear in the image. The flow off the top of the pylon is more complex. The pylon
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Figure 31. Shadowgraph image of significant features (Re# ≈ 42 x 106 m-1, M = 2;
hatched area unusable)

Figure 32. CFD density gradient (data from z = 0, 2, 4, 6 cm; grey scale of dρ/dx;
Re# ≈ 42 x 106 m-1, M = 2)
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wake in Figure 31 appears to extend up above the top of the pylon. Considering the CFD
results of Figure 33, the wake only extends above the pylon on the outside edges of the
pylon base (z ≈ +/- 0.5 cm) where the flow travels away from the wake at about a 45
degree angle between two sets of counter-rotating vortices. The wave feature angling
upward off the top, rear edge of the pylon in Figure 31 corresponds to an expansion as
seen in the density gradient data in Figure 32. These wave and shear structures also
compare qualitatively well to results presented in Ref. [15] for a similar test condition,
although they used a different pylon and slightly divergent duct.
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Figure 33. Flowfield behind the top of the pylon in the plane x = 1 cm
(contours of vertical velocity; dashed line represents the pylon)
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Schlieren photography did not reveal any significant Reynolds number effects
near the pylon. Figure 34 shows Schlieren photographs of the four cases. The pylon
shock closely resembles the CFD prediction of Figure 31. Note that due to equipment
limitations only the portions immediately around the pylon and slightly upstream were
affected by the Schlieren effect. This necessitated choosing which feature in the field of
view to examine, in this case the pylon shock. Other features in the field of view returned
shadowgraph imagery. Note the flow disturbances from upstream in Figure 34. The most
significant disturbance appeared to emanate from a very small expansion at the top
window/frame junction (< 1 mm) due to construction errors. Efforts to reduce these
disturbances were unsuccessful. These disturbances obviously influence the flow,
however the effect of the disturbances seen in Figure 34 should be small since the angle
of the features shows them to approach Mach waves. Fortunately, the underlying flow is
robust enough that it still approaches CFD predictions. The construction errors affecting
the wind tunnel results are discussed in Appendix A.
Flow disturbances and vibration in the test section significantly affected the
Schlieren images over the downstream ramp, and manifested as highly variable structures
when viewed over several frames. However, on average, the flow resembled the CFD
prediction of Figure 32. Figure 35 shows a typical Schlieren image taken of the ramp
shock at Re ≈ 42 x 106 m-1 and shows the compression wave resulting from the flow
turning upward over ramp. The apparent branch in the compression wave over the cavity
was attributed to slightly different conditions on each side of the pylon resulting from
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upstream flow disturbances. Since the image captures the flow through the entire test
section, waves on each side of the pylon wake could manifest as a branched wave.

Re = 32 x 106 m-1

Re = 42 x 106 m-1

Re = 49 x 106 m-1

Re = 55 x 106 m-1

Figure 34. Instantaneous Schlieren photographs of near-pylon flow
(1/64000 sec exposure time)
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Figure 35. Instantaneous Schlieren photograph of flow over the
downstream ramp (Re# ≈ 42 x 106 m-1; 1/64000 sec exposure time)
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5.2 Pressure Data
Surface pressures provide a means of estimating the shape and characteristics of
the cavity shear layer impinging on the downstream ramp. The static pressure within the
flameholder directly affects reactions within the flameholder and surface pressure data
within the cavity provide a means of estimating the regions favorable or unfavorable for
combustion, assuming an appropriate fuel-air mixture. Additionally, the use of CFD
allowed for the estimation of overall average pressure effects. The measured pressure
coefficient results were computed using a reference surface pressure (pref) from a pressure
tap approximately 1 cm ahead of the pylon (x = -11 cm) and estimated dynamic pressure
(q) entering the test section. Since wind tunnel conditions varied from run-to-run,
pressure coefficient was usually used for comparative analysis. Pressure coefficient was
computed as

Cp =

p − p ref
q

(10)

Table 4 presents the CFD mass-averaged static pressures within the entire cavity
(y < 0 cm) showing a very small pressure rise with the addition of the pylon (< 2% at all
Reynolds numbers). This pressure rise equated to an approximately 3% increase in
average cavity pressure over the incoming duct static pressure. Higher average static
pressure should contribute to better overall ignition and flameholding. However, just as
important as average pressure within the flameholder are local pressures at various points
within the cavity as they can represent hot spots or regions unsuitable for combustion.
The pressure environment along the floor and upstream edge of the cavity where the flow
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Table 4. Average cavity pressures
Mean Reynolds
Number
(m-1)
3.2 x 107
4.2 x 107
4.9 x 107
5.5 x 107
1

Mass-averaged
duct pressure1
(kPa)
30.0
38.5
48.6
52.5

Mass-averaged
cavity static pressure
(pylon, kPa)
30.9
39.7
50.0
54.0

Mass-averaged
cavity static pressure
(no-pylon, kPa)
30.5
39.0
49.2
53.1

Calculated ahead of pylon/cavity at x = -12 cm

is subsonic was relatively unchanged with the addition of the pylon as seen in the surface
pressure results in Figure 36.
On the downstream ramp, surface pressure data for the cavity-only case show
relatively uniform pressures along the lower half of the cavity ramp with a gradual
increase toward the top of the ramp (Figure 36a and b). However, with the pylon
installed, the surface pressure takes on a more complicated appearance with pressure
rising along the downstream ramp, but with relatively low pressure near the wake of the
pylon and increasing pressure toward the walls where the cavity shear layer impinges on
the ramp (Figure 36c and d). No significant Reynolds number effects on the surface
pressure coefficients were noted. Figure 37 shows measured and predicted centerline
surface pressure data and show generally good agreement between computational and
wind tunnel results. However, at lower Reynolds numbers the centerline pressure without
the pylon in Figure 37a rises higher on the downstream ramp than the CFD predicted and
is associated with a small centerline velocity deficit in the incoming test section flow.
With the pylon installed (Figure 37b), the measured centerline pressures along the
downstream ramp appear slightly lower than predicted by CFD. Figure 37b suggests that
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 36. CFD cavity surface pressure coefficient a) cavity-only, Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1;
b) cavity-only, Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1; c) pylon-cavity, Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1; and d) pyloncavity, Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1
the shear layer with the pylon installed may sit lower on the ramp than predicted in the
low Reynolds number case as indicated by the peak pressure occurring lower on the ramp
(smaller x coordinate).
Two significant effects likely explain the high pressures on the top, outboard
corners of the cavity ramp. First, the extra mass drawn up behind the pylon draws a
portion of the duct flow lower into the cavity leading to a deeper impingement of the
shear layer. Second, the recompression shock off the pylon wake interacts with the ramp
shock that develops above the outboard edges of the cavity ramp seen in Figure 32. The
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pressure on the ramp in these regions reaches approximately 20% of the stagnation
pressure value and signifies potential hot spots in a reacting flow. In a reacting flow,
however, the shear layer will rise up [40] relieving these high-pressure zones somewhat
and spreading the effects across the ramp, reducing their potential local severity. Surface
pressure data from the wind tunnel near the shear layer impingement validate the pressure
rise on either side of the cavity ramp as seen in Figure 38. The skewness in the pressure
data across the ramp in Figure 38 is likely due to small imperfections in the test section
construction on the –z side of the test section as described in Appendix A and suggests a
thicker boundary layer and lower velocity flow on the –z side of the tunnel as indicated by
probe data in Figure 39. Figure 38 presents both pressure coefficient and absolute
pressure data to compare the high and low Reynolds number cases. Because the pressure
coefficient data amplifies the errors, the absolute data are included for comparison
purposes. Wind tunnel pressure coefficient data collapse well on each other, except near
the centerline. On centerline the pressure coefficient of the low Reynolds number case is
substantially higher than the high Reynolds number case. Although the difference is
within the 95% confidence bounds shown in Figure 38, when the other two cases are
included there is a smooth decrease in the centerline pressure with Reynolds number as
seen in Figure 40. It is likely that this decrease in centerline pressure towards the CFD
result as Reynolds number increase is associated with flow irregularities from upstream in
the wind tunnel, i.e., centerline velocity deficit or upstream shock waves.
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CFD allowed the exploration of overall total pressure effects that would be
difficult to measure in the 6” x 6” wind tunnel. The compressible effects resulting from
the addition of the pylon led to a larger total pressure loss as expected and seen in
Table 5. The mass-averaged total pressure ratio for the baseline case was approximately
97.9%. The addition of the pylon decreased the ratio to approximately 96.5%, although
designing the pylon for minimum losses should regain some of the lost total pressure.
The slight increase in pressure ratio with increasing Reynolds number seen in
Table 5 is most likely attributed to using the same mesh for the different cases, rather
than an actual effect of the flow. In any case, changing Reynolds number had essentially
no effect on total pressure loss. In terms of total pressure loss, the improved overall
performance of the combustor with the addition of the pylon to the cavity flameholder
must be sufficient to counter the 1.4% loss attributed to the pylon.

Table 5. Mass averaged test section total pressure ratios
Mean Reynolds Number
(m-1)
3.2 x 107
4.2 x 107
4.9 x 107
5.5 x 107

Pt_out/Pt_in
(no-pylon, kPa)
0.978
0.979
0.979
0.979
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Pt_out/Pt_in
(pylon, kPa)
0.964
0.964
0.965
0.965

0.2
Re = 32e6
Re = 32e6 (CFD)

Pressure Coefficient

0.15

Re = 55e6
Re = 55e6 (CFD)
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Figure 37. Wind tunnel and CFD centerline surface pressure coefficients at Re ≈
32 x 106 m-1 and Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1, a) without pylon and b) with pylon
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Figure 38. Cross ramp pressures near shear layer impingement: a) pressure
coefficient and b) absolute pressure (x = 10.8 cm, y = -0.94 cm)
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Figure 39. Streamwise velocities measured above the cavity ramp (probe data, x =
8.8 cm, y = 3.7 cm, Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 40. Cross ramp surface pressure coefficients with pylon installed
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8

5.3 Flowfield Data
The primary flowfield characteristic of interest is the flow of cavity fluid behind
the pylon and into the main flow. The computational results shown in Figure 41 clearly
show a strong flow through the low pressure region behind the pylon from the cavity and
into the main flow (approx. M = 1 at 1 cm behind the downstream face of the pylon at y =
1.9 cm). Supersonic expansion behind the pylon and the resulting low static pressure
induce the upward flow. The pressure coefficient measured behind the pylon pressure tap
at y = 1.9 cm was approximately -0.16 at all Reynolds numbers which supported the
computational results (Table 6). The computational pressure coefficient and upward

0.15

Y (m)

pressure-coefficient: -0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.05

Pressure Tap
(y = 1.9 cm)

0

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

X (m)
Figure 41. CFD centerline pressure coefficient with streamlines (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Table 6. Pressure coefficients and upward velocity on centerline behind the pylon
Mean Reynolds
Number (m-1)
3.2 x 107
4.2 x 107
4.9 x 107
5.5 x 107
1

Pressure Coefficient
(Wind Tunnel)
-0.159
-0.160
-0.159
-0.159

Pressure Coefficient
(CFD)
-0.156
-0.158
-0.159
-0.160

Upward velocity1
(m/s)
254
253
256
261

Computed 1 cm behind the pressure tap (x = 1cm, y = 1.9 cm, z = 0 cm)

velocity behind the pylon varied only slightly over the Reynolds number range used in
this study (Table 6). The upward flow out of the cavity associated with the pylon wake
was mostly confined to the base region immediately behind the pylon on-centerline
ranging from the tunnel floor to the top of the pylon (y = 5 cm) and downstream
approximately 2 cm (or about twice the pylon width). Figure 42b illustrates how the
height of the upward flow out of the cavity drops off with distance off-centerline. At z =
0.5 cm (aligned with the edge of the pylon), the upward flow extends approximately 1.5
cm above the cavity. At z = 2 cm (Figure 42c), the cavity traps the flow near the floor of
the duct. This off-centerline flow into the cavity provides the mass flow supporting the
upward flow in the pylon wake.
PIV results for vertical velocity, shown in Figure 43a, show the upward flow
behind the pylon. These results are qualitative since in order to seed the cavity for PIV an
injector was placed along the cavity floor (Figure 24) disrupting the normal flow within
the cavity. The injector mounted across the cavity floor disrupted cavity flow as did the
added mass of CO2 into the cavity. Assuming a cavity injection mass flow of CO2 of
approximately 0.0064 kg/s, the mass flow of CO2 approached 12% to 21% of the mass
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Figure 42. CFD off-centerline pressure coefficient with streamlines
(Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1): a) z = 0.5 cm; and b) z = 2 cm
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0.15

a)

b)

c)

Figure 43. Vertical velocity on centerline a) PIV data (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1); b) CFD
data (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1); and c) CFD data (Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1)
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flow of air passing through an undisturbed cavity, depending on Reynolds number. These
PIV results demonstrate that upward flow behind the pylon does not strictly depend on
undisturbed flow within the cavity. Figure 43b and c show the computed upward velocity
behind the pylon for the undisturbed flow and demonstrate negligible Reynolds number
effect on the upward flow behind the pylon on centerline. The computed vertical velocity
along centerline behind the pylon pressure tap at y = 1.9 cm in Figure 44 indicated that
the vertical velocity drops off relatively quickly approximately 2.5 cm behind the pylon.
The PIV results in Figure 44 show the vertical velocity dropping off within approximately
1 cm from the back of the pylon then remaining fairly constant. Comparing the PIV
vertical velocity with the computed vertical velocity 2 mm off centerline in Figure 44
shows a similar drop-off in vertical velocity along the streamwise coordinate and suggest
the possibility of a slight misalignment of the laser sheet in the z-axis. Figure 45 shows
the computed vertical velocity along the centerline of the flameholder as well as in four x-

Vertical Velocity (m/s)
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Re = 32e6 /m (CFD, z = 0)
Re = 55e6 /m (CFD, z = 0)
Re = 32e6 /m (PIV, z = 0)
Re = 32e6 /m (CFD, z = 0.001 m)
Re = 32e6 /m (CFD, z = 0.002 m)

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0
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0.03

0.04

0.05

x (m)

Figure 44. Centerline vertical velocities behind pylon pressure tap (y = 1.9 cm)
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planes spaced along the flameholder. The upward velocity within the pylon wake is
clearly visible. Also, seen in Figure 45 are the changes in flow direction due to the pylon
and ramp shocks. The upward flow out of the cavity is largely confined to the pylon
wake directly behind the pylon itself. However, a region over the middle of the cavity
(seen in the x = 5 cm plane in Figure 45) indicates a slightly wider region of upward flow
out of the cavity. The off-centerline upward flow out of the cavity drops off quickly as
previously discussed and seen in Figure 42. Figure 45 also shows negligible variation in
upward velocity due to Reynolds number changes.
Figure 46 shows that the pylon wake induces an expansion and recompression
shock behind the pylon that could further improve mixing with the main flow as
described in Ref. [2:309-310]. The small differences in overall velocity passing the pylon
in the CFD cases resulted from the different stagnation tank temperatures used to
initialize the simulations (Tt = 273 K for 32 x 106 m-1 and Tt = 287 for Re = 55 x 106 m-1).
Also, the PIV velocity data in the pylon wake may have been biased lower due to very
few available image pairs as seen in Figure 47. Input from particles on the outward edges
of each 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm interrogation region may have led to higher PIV wake
velocities. A contributing possibility, discussed in more detail later, is that CFD results in
base flows are susceptible to error. However, as seen in Figure 46, the CFD and PIV data
agree on the overall shock and expansion structure behind the pylon. Recompression
shock angles agree very well at 32.7 degrees for CFD and 33.1 degrees for PIV, although
estimating the edge of the shock for the PIV is difficult due to the grainy data. The
computational results indicate the recompression shocks beginning to curve outward as
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the flow approaches the ramp shocks at the rear of the cavity. Both CFD and PIV have
difficulty capturing large velocity gradients as seen in Figure 48 and Figure 49 near the
recompression shock at approximately x = 7.5 cm. In both cases the change in velocity
near the shock should be virtually instantaneous on the scale of these figures, however
limitations of the 2nd order CFD scheme and particle lag in the PIV lead to a smoothed
velocity gradients at the shock. The lag error in the PIV appears worse than the diffusion
error in the CFD results. Another aspect to note in Figure 48 and Figure 49 is the
asymmetry in the shock locations. In both figures, the shock on the +z side of the flow is
about 5mm closer to the cavity leading edge at x = 0 cm. This asymmetry may derive
from flow gradients introduced from upstream of the test section and can be seen in both
probe and PIV velocity data spanning the test section above the downstream ramp,
although the PIV data present a gentler gradient (Figure 39 and Figure 50). Figure 51
compares PIV and CFD streamwise velocities on centerline behind the pylon in the plane
of the probe. PIV data sets using both stagnation tank seeding as well as cavity seeding
were used to build a single PIV streamwise velocity profile. The two sets of PIV data are
consistent with each other and measure a higher than computationally derived streamwise
velocity. It is possible that the CFD results over-estimated the reverse flow velocity seen
in Figure 51 since that is a common problem with base flow calculations (see Appendix B
for further discussion).
Figures 52-55 present contours of streamwise velocity with velocity vectors in the
normal (y-z) plane. The dashed white lines in each figure represent the outline of the
pylon and the top of cavity leading edge at y = 0 cm. Figure 52 shows that the vortices
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immediately behind the top of the pylon are still very small. However, the vortices grow
and descend rapidly as the flow moves downstream (Figures 53-55). These vortices will
draw fluid from the flow alongside the wake into contact with the cavity products being
carried by the pylon wake. Figure 53 and Figure 54 show cavity flow exiting the base of
the pylon wake up to about 2 cm above the top of the cavity and providing a larger
volume of flameholder products to interact with the oncoming main flow. This outward
flow at the base of the pylon wake appears to result from the interaction of streamwise
vortices within the cavity interacting with the pylon wake. These vortices span the cavity
from the leading edge and continue downstream out of the cavity as seen bracketing the
base of the pylon wake in Figure 55. These vortex pairs should provide an avenue for
igniting the oncoming fuel-air mixture above the flameholder assuming a suitable and
reacting fuel-air mixture in and around the pylon wake. The raised shear layer seen in
Figure 53 through Figure 55 will also provide an increased mixing area to the oncoming
flow. The downward flow behind the cavity caused by the expansion behind the ramp
shock seen below y = 2 cm in Figure 55 would tend to keep cavity products near the floor
of the downstream duct. However, with the addition of the pylon, cavity products have
been carried above the expansion and the ramp shock seen at y = 4.5 cm in Figure 55.
Both the baseline cavity and the pylon-cavity had a large vortex oriented across the
cavity (z-axis) shown in Figure 56 for z = 4 cm. However, unlike the cavity-only case, the
cavity flow was split into two regions by the pylon flow effects as shown in Figure 57b
and d. In the pylon-cavity case, the flow below the pylon wake inside the cavity was
generally upstream (negative x-direction) and upward (positive y-direction) as seen in
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Table 7. Approximate cavity reverse-flow velocities
(CFD, x = 8 cm, y = -2 cm, z = 4 cm )
Mean Reynolds Number
Velocity (no-pylon)
Velocity (pylon)
(m-1)
(m/s)
(m/s)
7
3.2 x 10
130
155
4.2 x 107
130
155
7
4.9 x 10
135
155
7
5.5 x 10
135
160

Figure 41. The off-centerline flow behavior of the pylon-cavity model (Figure 56b and d)
appears to be similar to the cavity-only model (Figure 56a and c) and previous cavity-only
studies [13, 38, 39, 40, 42], i.e., the cavity flow was dominated by a large vortex oriented
across the cavity (oriented in the z-direction). However, the addition of the pylon led to
the vortex filling most of the cavity. Without the pylon, the off-centerline vortex was
confined to the downstream 75% of the cavity with lower speed flow dominating the
upstream portion. The only appreciable Reynolds number effect on the spanwise vortices
was the more pronounced secondary vortex at the base of the cavity leading edge for the
high Reynolds number, no-pylon case (Figure 56b). The reverse flow velocity across the
bottom of the downstream ramp with the pylon installed (Figure 56b and d) was
approximately 155-160 m/s or about 32% of freestream velocity. Without the pylon
(Figure 56a), the velocity was about 130-135 m/s or about 26% of freestream velocity.
The velocity magnitude down the ramp was a weak function of Reynolds number as seen
in Table 7.
In the cavity mid-plane (y = -1.27 cm) seen in Figure 57, large counter-rotating
vortices oriented with the y-axis dominate the flow on either side of the pylon wake
(Figure 57b and d). These regions promote the flow moving forward and upward beneath
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the pylon wake, and streamwise and downward along the tunnel walls. This pair of
vortices defines a region of relatively slow moving flow. In the cavity-only case (Figure
57a and c), the vortices are confined to the upstream wall of the cavity. Changing
Reynolds number had only small effect on these vortices. The outward vortices along the
cavity leading edge appeared larger without the pylon (Figure 57c) and the streamlines
with the pylon case (Figure 57d) passed closer to the side walls for the high Reynolds
number case. The local residence time within these vortices should be relatively high,
and, assuming a suitable fuel-air mixture is entrained into them, may provide a relatively
still environment for stable flameholding. The interaction of these low velocity regions
with the fast moving flow upstream beneath the pylon wake may provide the pool of
reacting flameholder products to be carried upwards behind the pylon and into the main
combustor flow.
According to Ref. [38], the dominant (downstream) vortex in a rectangular flow
controls the mass exchange between the cavity and main flow. In turn, the smaller
counter-rotating vortex against the upstream wall of the cavity exchange mass primarily
with the downstream vortex. The end result is that there was little mass exchange
between the smaller upstream vortex and the main flow. Assuming a combustible
mixture in the dominant vortex, these regions of little mass exchange could potentially
become too fuel rich for combustion. Figure 58 compares the upstream and downstream
vortices within the cavity from this study as well as Ref. [38]. The arrows in Figure 58
signify the paths over which the mass exchange occurs. While the conditions are not
identical, the overall behavior is consistent. Also notable is the shrinking of the upstream
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vortex when the downstream wall is inclined and the even smaller upstream vortex when
the pylon is installed.
In summary, the flow features associated with adding a pylon to a cavity
flameholder have both positive and negative aspects. The flow is much more dynamic
than the cavity-only case, as exemplified by the mass drawn up behind the pylon.
Additionally, while the vortices in the cavity will increase the mass exchanged between
different areas of the flameholder and the main flow, some vortices in the cavity, such as
at the bottom of the front cavity wall or either side of the pylon wake, may entrap fuel and
be too rich for combustion. These effects may define the limits on flameholder
effectiveness, although direct air injection may expand the envelope [38, 40, 42]. The
interaction of the vortices may improve the residence time within or near the vortices.
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Figure 45. CFD vertical velocity contours
a) Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1; and b) Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1
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Figure 46. Velocity magnitude behind pylon 3.7 cm above the cavity a) PIV data
(Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1); b) CFD data (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1 and Tt = 273 K); c) CFD data
(Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1 and Tt = 287 K) (flow from right; hatched area unusable due to
low particle density and surface reflections )
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Figure 47. Number of usable PIV image pairs in wake flow 3.7 cm
above the cavity (corresponds to Figure 46a; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 48. Profile of velocity magnitude on either side of wake
(y = 3.7 cm, z = +/- 3 cm; CFD velocities corrected for temperature differences)
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Figure 49. Spanwise velocities at z = +/- 3 cm
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Figure 50. PIV and CFD velocity magnitude across test section with pylon (x =
8.8 cm, y = 3.7 cm, CFD velocities corrected for temperature differences)
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Figure 51. Streamwise velocity behind pylon
(y = 3.7 cm, z = 0 cm, Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 52. Velocity vectors in y-z plane at x = 1 cm across full span of test section
(contours of x velocity; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 53. Velocity vectors in y-z plane at x = 5 cm across full span of test section
(contours of x velocity; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 54. Velocity vectors in y-z plane at x = 10 cm across full span of test section
(contours of x velocity; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 55. Velocity vectors in y-z plane at x = 15 cm across full span of test section
(contours of x velocity; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 56. CFD streamlines off cavity centerline (z = 4 cm):
a) without pylon (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1); b) with pylon (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1);
c) without pylon (Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1); and with pylon (Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1)
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Figure 57. Velocity magnitude and streamlines in cavity mid-plane (y = -1.27 cm):
a) without pylon (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1); b) with pylon (Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1);
c) without pylon (Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1); and d) with pylon (Re ≈ 55 x 106 m-1)
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m& cav

a)

m& cav

b)

m& cav

c)

Figure 58. Diagram of mass exchange between the main flow and cavity vortices a)
rectangular cavity (M = 3, Ref. [38]); b) no pylon (Re = 32 x 106 m-1); and c) with
pylon (Re = 32 x 106 m-1)
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5.4 Frequency Data
Direct pressure measurements and high-speed Schlieren video enabled the
exploration of unsteady flow within the cavity. The small magnitude of any pressure
fluctuations on the cavity floor prevented the flush mounted transducer from detecting
any significant fluctuations over the noise of the wind tunnel. Figure 59 shows the power
spectrum for two wind tunnel runs with the baseline cavity as well as the ambient
environment before starting the wind tunnel. As seen in Figure 59, no significant
frequencies were detected above the noise except at approximately 6500 Hz which was
determined to be a mechanical frequency associated with tunnel vibrations (determined
by taping over the pressure transducer during a run and still getting the spike near 6500
Hz). The low magnitude of any pressure fluctuations further highlights the expected
steadying effect of inclining the downstream wall in a cavity flameholder. Figure 60
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Figure 59. Pressure fluctuation power spectrum at ambient conditions
(baseline cavity)
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Figure 60. Pressure fluctuation power spectrum at ambient conditions
(pylon-cavity)
presents the same data with the pylon installed. The overall noise level with the pylon is
slightly higher at the low frequencies. The pylon data identify possible pressure
fluctuations near 1300Hz. The cause of the 1300 Hz data is not certain, but doesn’t
correspond to a Rossiter mode in an open cavity flow as determined below for the
baseline cavity. The frequency data in Figure 59 and Figure 60 indicate that the
magnitude of any pressure fluctuations at the transducer must be less than approximately
5 Pa (0.0007 psia) [67].
The other means of collecting frequency data took advantage of the high-speed
video system used for Schlieren photography. Only the baseline cavity produced
observable structures for the high-speed video. Attempts to video unsteady flow with the
pylon installed were unsuccessful. The high-speed video provided a means to determine
convective velocity, Uc, of the baseline cavity shear layer. As previously described, the
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convective velocity is the speed at which large structures within the shear layer travel
downstream. Using 16,000 fps video of the shear layer developing between the baseline
cavity leading edge and 7 cm downstream the convective velocity at Re ≈ 42 x 106 m-1
and M = 2 was estimated at 200 m/s. Figure 61 shows some of these structures
propagating downstream. Structures within the shear layer are thought to be a trigger of
cavity unsteadiness. Disturbances generated by the shear layer structures impinging on
the downstream wall of the cavity will propagate upstream in the cavity and create more
disturbances in the shear layer. Knowing the convective velocity and length of the shear
layer allowed the estimation of the cycle frequency. Since the shear layer impinges on the
ramp at approximately x = 12 cm and the measured convective velocity was
approximately 200 m/s, the resulting frequency is approximately 1670 Hz, which
corresponds to the second Rossiter mode. Since the main flow was approximately 500
m/s, K = Uc/U ≈ 0.4. The phase lag term, α, in equation 5 varies with cavity length as
tabulated in Ref. [28]. Using the impingement length for the inclined ramp instead of the
previously defined cavity length results in α ≈ 0.32 [28:7]. Applying equation 5 with K =
0.4, α = 0.32, L = 0.12 and M = 2, results in a second mode frequency estimate of
approximately 1750 Hz, which is well within the 10% margin of accuracy claimed in Ref.
[28]. The frequency estimate approaches 1670 Hz when α = 0.4. The constants K and α,
are frequently adjusted in the literature to better fit empirical observations [25; 26; 36], so
the wind tunnel derived K = 0.4 and α = 0.4 are not unreasonable values. Using K = 0.4
and α = 0.4 with equation 5 the first three Rossiter modes for the non-reacting baseline
cavity flameholder should be: 630 Hz, 1670 Hz and 2700 Hz. A more sensitive pressure
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transducer would be required to detect fluctuation modes, if present. Locating the flushmounted pressure transducer on the ramp may also improve the possibility of detecting
pressure fluctuation modes since the fluctuation magnitude should be higher near the
shear layer impingement [28; 68].
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t = 375 µs

Figure 61. High-speed Schlieren frames of flow separating at the leading edge of
the cavity showing structures propagating downstream
(baseline cavity, Re# ≈ 42 x 106 m-1)
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5.5 Cavity Mass Exchange/Residence Time
Addition of the pylon to the leading edge of the cavity should enable a greater
exchange of mass between the free stream flow and the flameholder. This additional
mass will be available to react within the flameholder and return to the main flow through
the pylon wake or edge of the cavity and improve the flameholder performance. The
average mass flow passing from the main flow through the cavity and back to the main
flow was estimated by integrating the positive mass flow per unit area determined using
CFD across the top of the cavity:


m& cav =  ∫ ρ u y+ dA
A
 y =0

(11)

where ρ is the local cell density and uy+ is the positive component of vertical velocity.
Only the positive component is needed since the mean mass flow into the cavity and out
of the cavity are equal (the difference between positive and negative mass flow CFD
solutions through the top of the cavity is less than 1%). Figure 62 and Figure 63 show the
vertical velocity components across the top of the cavity (y = 0 cm). The flow exiting the
cavity in Figure 62 is concentrated beneath the pylon wake and above the downstream
ramp. The bulk of the flow entering the cavity occurs about halfway across the cavity (x

≈ 5 cm). This flow pattern suggests that upstream fuel injection near the sides of the duct
would enable the flameholder to capture fuel from upstream. The flow in Figure 63
exhibits more two-dimensional behavior with the only significant upward flow restricted
to the vicinity of the trailing edges of the cavity. Unlike the situation with pylon installed
the entire span of the baseline cavity captures some of the oncoming flow.
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The previously discussed flow structures mechanically drive much of the mass
exchange in the very three-dimensional pylon-cavity flow. In contrast, the cavity-only
case has significantly less interaction between the cavity flow and free stream. Since a
steady-state CFD calculation cannot reliably predict cavity residence time, the mass flow
ratio (MFR) provides a better comparison between pylon and no-pylon cases, i.e., the
proportion of free stream mass flow that passes through the cavity:
MFR =

m& cav

m& freestream

(12)

The mass flow ratio of the pylon-cavity case was approximately 0.012 for all
Reynolds numbers, i.e., slightly over 1% of the mass flow transits the cavity. Without the
pylon, the mass flow fraction was 0.004 for all Reynolds numbers, or about one-third the
cavity mass flow of the pylon-cavity. Assuming fuel injection upstream of the
flameholder, three times more fuel-air mixture passes through the flameholder and back
into the freestream per unit time with the pylon added to the leading edge. As described
in Ref. 38, increasing cavity length also increases the mass exchange with the free stream.
However, the addition of a pylon significantly alters the cavity flowfield and produces
more dynamic three-dimensional effects than only lengthening the cavity. Cavity mass
flows approximated using Ref. [38] data showed a modest increase (~ 15%) when
increasing cavity L/D from three to five as opposed to the approximately 300% increase
from the addition of the pylon used in this study. Note that these characteristics would
obviously change in the case of direct cavity injection of fuel and/or air. Also, the MFR
presents only the mean mass flow through the top of the cavity and fails to account for
significant local differences. For instance, in the middle of the relatively still flow on
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either side of the cavity, as seen in Figure 57b and d, the local residence time will be
relatively high.
In general, increased mass exchange can be beneficial in terms of exposing more
reacting flameholder products to the main flow. However, the inverse relationship
between mass exchange and residence time, requires care to ensure that mass exchange
isn’t increased beyond the capability of the flameholder to sustain combustion. If
necessary, increasing the cavity depth, and therefore volume, should increase overall
residence time. As described in Ref. 38, the flameholder mass exchange will decrease in
a reacting flow with the resulting increased residence time. Therefore, the cold-flow
relationships noted in this study are conservative with regards to mean residence time.
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Figure 62. Vertical velocity contours at the top cavity boundary (y = 0
cm) for Re# ≈ 32 x 106 m-1 (pylon installed; black line indicates zero
vertical velocity)
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Figure 63. Vertical velocity contours at the top cavity boundary (y = 0
cm) for Re# ≈ 32 x 106 m-1 (baseline cavity; black line indicates zero
vertical velocity)
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Summary
Results of the combined experimental/computational study of an inclined
cavity flameholder with a leading edge pylon will fill a gap in the literature and help
bound part of the design problem facing a scramjet engine designer opting to use a pyloncavity flameholder. The addition of a pylon to a cavity flameholder may provide a
necessary performance boost for effective use of hydrocarbon fuels. Hydrocarbon fuels
are preferred over hydrogen at low hypersonic Mach numbers due to the simpler logistics
and smaller resulting flight vehicles. The test conditions were Mach number of two and
unit Reynolds numbers between approximately 32 million m-1 and 55 million m-1.
Computational solutions were steady-state and non-reacting.
PIV, pressure measurements, and CFD provided evidence of strong upward flow
of cavity fluid in the low pressure region behind the pylon. The low pressure behind the
pylon resulted from supersonic expansion around the pylon edges. Both CFD and surface
pressure measurements showed the pressure coefficient on the downstream face of the
pylon (3.7 cm above the tunnel floor on centerline) equaled approximately -0.16 at all
Reynolds numbers. Shadowgraph flow visualization in combination with CFD showed
the pylon wake extending up to the height of the pylon and even slightly higher on the
outboard edges, providing a means of carrying flameholder products into the main flow.
Computational velocity profiles showed the cavity shear layer rising up near the pylon
wake with cavity products carried up above the tunnel floor. The combined pylon wake
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and cavity shear layer present an increased mixing area to the oncoming flow compared
to the cavity-only shear layer which remained nearly level with the tunnel floor.
Adding the pylon resulted in a pair of large counter-rotating vortices within each
half of the cavity. These vortices contained relatively large, low-velocity regions
surrounded by fast moving flow upstream along the cavity floor on centerline. These
regions were beneath the main source of mass flow into the cavity that eventually makes
its way into the pylon wake. Spanwise vortices, such as found dominating cavity-only
flows were present on either side of the cavity wake and tended to fill more of the cavity
volume than identical L/D cavities with no pylon.
Computational studies of the mass flow transiting the plane separating the cavity
and duct indicated substantially increased cavity mass flow. Calculated as a percentage
of the total flow to pass through the cavity, installing the pylon increased the cavity mass
flow from approximately 0.4% to approximately 1.2% at all Reynolds numbers.
Increased mass flow comes at the cost of decreased residence time and requires care to
ensure residence time does not decrease below that required for stable combustion in the
flameholder.
Variations in Reynolds number provided a means to explore any significant
effects from changing design point or change in scale. The primary flow features of
interest, i.e., flow upward behind the pylon, location of the shear layer/wake, and mass
exchange appeared unaffected by changing Reynolds number. The only significant
Reynolds number effects noted were small changes in the size of the spanwise and
vertically oriented cavity vortices.
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This study required a new, more accessible test section than the original 6” x 6”
wind tunnel test section. Design, construction and commissioning of a new test section,
inserted downstream of the original test section, provides AFIT with an upgraded wind
tunnel facility suited to wall-based wind tunnel research. The test section had optical
access through the top and both sides. Alternatively, a side window could be replaced
with a mounting plate for probe measurements. The test section floor accommodated
access to the test article for surface pressure tap tubing, pressure transducer wiring and
PIV seeding. Schlieren/shadowgraph flow visualization, surface pressure measurements,
probe measurements, and PIV were all used successfully in the new test section for this
study. Flow seeding was accomplished using a CO2/dry ice clean seeding method under
development at AFIT.

6.2 Conclusions
•

The flowfield resulting from installation of a pylon to the leading edge of a cavity
flameholder in a M = 2 cold flow resulted in a strong upward flow from the cavity
reaching approximately sonic velocity in the low pressure pylon base region
extending approximately 2 cm downstream of the pylon. This upward flow persisted
to approximately the top of the pylon and provides a mechanism for improved
transport of reacting flameholder products into the main combustor flow when
compared to cavity-only flameholder configurations.

•

The combined pylon wake and cavity shear layer provided a larger interface to the
oncoming fuel-air mixture. This larger interface provides more area for hot
flameholder products to interact and ignite the oncoming fuel-air mixture. Better
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flame-spreading may reduce the required combustor length for complete combustion
in the supersonic flow, thus increasing engine thrust to drag ratio.
•

Mass exchange for the pylon-cavity flameholder increased approximately three times
over the mass exchange of the baseline cavity flameholder. The increased mass
exchange means more availability of reacting flameholder products to aid ignition of
an oncoming fuel-air mixture in the main flow as well as more oncoming fuel-air
mixture passing through the cavity to reduce the fuel-rich tendency of cavity-only
flameholders.

•

Flow features unique to the pylon-cavity combination can provide an effective
mechanism for improved flameholding. Large, vertically-oriented, counter-rotating
vortices inside the cavity on either side of the pylon wake contain significant lowvelocity regions while passing flow upstream between them toward the base of the
pylon at approximately 20% of the free stream velocity magnitude. These regions
reside within spanwise vortices inside the cavity which draw mass from the oncoming
fuel-air mixture and provide the primary source of mass flow passing through the
cavity. With a flammable oncoming flow, these vortices, taken together, bring
together critical elements needed in an effective flameholder: slow moving flow (i.e.,
long residence time), and a replenishing, suitable fuel-air mixture.

•

Flight operations do not happen at a single altitude and vehicle designs may be larger
or smaller than research test articles. Negligible Reynolds number effects over the
range tested provide confidence that the pylon-cavity combination will maintain
stable operations over changing design points or physical scaling in size. The lack of
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any appreciable Reynolds number effects suggests that limited extrapolation of the
flowfield described in this study towards lower, more flight representative Reynolds
numbers is reasonable.
•

The new test section provides AFIT with an upgraded facility to study wall-based
phenomena in supersonic flows using a variety of instrumentation. This new
capability is well suited for future scramjet combustor-related research simulating
flight vehicle Mach numbers up to approximately ten. The use of particle image
velocimetry for flameholder research had not been previously accomplished in this
wind tunnel and, together with the supporting data collected through other methods,
contributes valuable data to developers seeking to perfect the new CO2 clean seeding
method at AFIT.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Future research into pylon-cavity flameholders can proceed in a number of
directions. While future studies could proceed purely computationally, the use of
combined experimental/computational studies lends more weight to the results obtained
and should be considered whenever practical. Some recommendations include:
1. Characterize the flow parameters and structures, such as cavity mass
exchange/residence time, pylon base pressure, ramp surface pressures, or pylon
wake up-flow velocity with differing pylon/cavity geometries. For instance, the
test article in this study was not designed for minimum losses or maximum mass
exchange and determining these limiting cases would help define the envelope of
pylon-cavity flow.
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2. Characterize the flow parameters as a function of both Mach number and
Reynolds number instead of Reynolds number alone. The current flameholder test
condition, M = 2, corresponds to a low hypersonic flight condition and testing
higher Mach numbers would expand knowledge of the operating envelope.
3. Quantify mean residence time in the cavity using a time-accurate cold-flow or
reacting flow CFD simulation. Mean residence time results for different flow
conditions will enable a first estimate on the overall ability of the cavity to sustain
combustion using various fuels.
4. Examine the large, vertically-oriented cavity vortices in order to determine under
what conditions they will provide a ready pool of hot flameholder products for the
upward flow behind the pylon. Quantifying local residence time and mass
exchange behavior within these vortices will provide insight on exploiting the
low-velocity regions within the cavity even if mean residence time of the cavity
becomes too small for effective combustion.
5. Define the effect of reacting flow on the cavity-pylon flow structures. Stable
burning in pylon-cavity flameholders has already been demonstrated, but
combustion effects on the areas described in this study present a logical next step
in this line of research.
6. Explore direct fuel and/or air injection in the cavity supporting the natural flow
structures of the pylon-cavity flameholder. For example, injecting fuel downward
and inward along the downstream ramp and injecting air forward from the edges
of the cavity step, as illustrated in Figure 64, could strengthen the already existing
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flow structures, hopefully alleviating some of the losses associated with injection
and providing a better fuel-air mixture to interact with the main combustor flow.
7. Study the influence of high back-pressure induced shock trains on the pyloncavity flowfield. Shock trains can result from boundary layer separation due to
the adverse pressure gradient encountered as the flow passes from the inlet
through the supersonic combustor or from slowing a supersonic inlet flow to
subsonic speeds in a ramjet mode [2]. Both reacting and non-reacting studies
would provide insight on the flow structures and flameholder environment with a
shock-train passing over or upstream of a pylon-cavity flameholder.

Figure 64. Notional cavity fuel-air injection scheme
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Appendix A: Wind Tunnel Operations
This appendix details the design of the add-on test section for the 6” x 6” wind tunnel.
Lab procedures and data reduction techniques will also be reviewed. This appendix can
loosely serve as an operations manual for the 6” x 6” tunnel since the modifications and
new instrumentation make the very small amount of previous documentation obsolete.

A1. Test Section Design and Construction
The existing 6” x 6” supersonic wind tunnel test section was unsuited for wallbased testing. An add-on test section, designed and built in-house, was inserted behind
the existing test section and upstream of a sliding diffuser section. Figure 65 pictures the
wind tunnel before and after the new test section was inserted. Figure 65c shows a close
up view of the new test section with the baseline cavity test article installed. Figure 66
through Figure 72 present the three-view drawings of the new test section. Figure 73
through Figure 75 present the cavity test article, plain and pylon inserts. Figure 76
provides the location of the surface pressure taps. The test section was constructed of
steel, except for the window frames which were made of aluminum. The test article was
fashioned of aluminum. Both glass and plastic windows were manufactured.

RTV

silicon rubber was used to seal the junctions.
There were several small errors in the wind tunnel construction. The most
prominent were at the junction between the old and new test section and the window
mounting on the –z side plate (see Figure 77). The side walls at the junction lined up
poorly which resulted in a sudden expansion on the +z side on the order of 1 mm and a
contraction on the opposite side on the order of 1 mm. The contraction was smoothed out
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to minimize flow disruption without measurable success. A CFD model including a
similar expansion and contraction on the tunnel side walls failed to fully model the
skewed flow. While the CFD results failed to match the tunnel data the pressure gradient
direction was correctly modeled as increasing toward the –z side of the downstream ramp.
Interaction with other identified and unidentified flow disturbances, such as the small
expansion at the top window frame resulted in a complex flowfield that wasn’t
successfully modeled. However, CFD does support the construction errors as the cause
of the flow gradients in the test section. The window mount errors resulted from milling
the steel plate incorrectly and required significant silicon filler to cover the gaps which
led to a relatively rough surface on the inside leading edge of the window.
This first attempt at a new test section design should be considered a prototype.
Numerous problems had to be overcome in order to get usable data. The errors at the test
section junction and top window frame have already been discussed. Other problems
included the method of sealing the test section. Anytime the configuration was changed,
e.g. from side window to probe, the frame had to be re-sealed which required 24 hours
curing time. Additionally, leaking from underneath the test section required excessive
sealant, to the point that the lower sliding block of the wind tunnel could not be adjusted
and restricting testing to a single Mach number. The next version of the test section
should include dry gaskets or o-rings for sealing gaps to prevent down time and ease
operator workload. A provision for an easy-on/off top window frame would greatly
simplify changes to the test article, such as installing or removing the pylon.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 65. AFIT 6" x 6" Supersonic Wind Tunnel: a) original test
section; b) new Test section inserted behind old test section; c) closeup
of new test section with baseline cavity test article installed
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Figure 66. Test section side plate
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Figure 67. Test section bottom plate
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Figure 68. Test section top plate (6 7/8 in or 4 in long)
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Figure 69. Test section side window frame
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Figure 70. Test section top window frame
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Figure 71. Test section side window
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Figure 72. Test section top window
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Figure 73. Test article cavity section
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Figure 74. Pylon insert
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Figure 75. Plain insert
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Figure 76. Location of surface pressure taps
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(≈ 1 mm)

Flow
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Old test section

Figure 77. Representation of the new test section junction (not to scale)
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A2. Wind Tunnel Procedures
Most wind tunnel operations were performed manually, to include operating
individual data collection systems. Wind tunnel operation and monitoring were separate
operations using separate equipment. The pressure scanner, signal analyzer,
Schlieren/shadowgraph system, CO2 seeding and PIV laser/camera operations all required
independent actions on the part of the operator. Figure 78 shows the condensed
operations checklist generated for wind tunnel operators. The expanded checklist items
are explained below:
1.

Restart computer, if desired

The data acquisition computer would occasionally experience memory
overflow issues if the data rate was set too high. For this study, the data
rate was set to 20 Hz which eliminated hang-ups due to memory problems.
2.

Close tank supply valve, if required

The lab air supply lines cannot maintain pressure when the 800 ft3 tank is
emptied during a wind tunnel run. The loss of pressure will disrupt any
other experiments in the lab that require a steady flow of pressurized air.
In order to eliminate the risk of disrupting other experiments, the tank and
wind tunnel can be separated from the compressor system by closing the
tank supply valve once the tank is filled to the desired pressure.
Alternatively, a back pressure regulator was installed around the tank
supply valve that closes automatically when system pressure drops below
approximately 790 kPa (100 psig). Filling the storage tank through the
back pressure regulator requires more time due to valve cycling. Total
filling time varies based on how much mass flow other users are drawing
off the compressors. Whenever possible leave the supply valve open since
the supply tank acts as an accumulator for the entire lab air system and
minimizes surges or loss of pressure to other users due to compressor
problems.
Figure 79 shows the supply valve open and back-pressure regulator
isolated. This position can be used for filling the tank and for tunnel
operations when maintaining upstream system pressure is not required.
The supply valve can be operated manually while recharging the storage
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tank to maintain upstream pressure at a desired level by referencing the
pressure gauge above the supply valve. If maintaining system pressure
manually, cross check the system pressure frequently as it tends to drift at
intermediate valve positions.
Figure 80 shows the supply valve closed and air flow through the backpressure regulator. This position should be used anytime upstream
pressure needs to be maintained. The regulator is set hold upstream
system pressure above 790 kPa (100 psig) and will cycle while filling the
storage tank until the tank exceeds 790 kPa (100 psig). Ensure electricity
is supplied to the back-pressure regulator when used. If necessary, the
back-pressure regulator set pressure can be changed. Consult with the
laboratory technicians to change the set pressure on the back-pressure
regulator.
3.

Check door closed and locked

Ensure the laboratory door is fully closed to minimize the chance of
anyone entering without ear protection as the tunnel is started.
4.

Turn on laser warning light, if required

If the PIV system will be used, ensure the laser warning light is turned on
to warn anyone entering the room that eye protection is necessary.
5.

Open main valve

When ready to start acquiring data ensure the main valve is open to
provide supply air to the regulator valve to control stagnation tank
pressure. The main valve is pictured in Figure 81.
6.

Open control pressure valve

The regulator is driven by an independent air source routed through an
accumulator next to the regulator valve. Check that the control pressure
valve is open to enable the regulator valve to operate. The control
pressure valve is pictured in Figure 81.
7.

Set/check regulator set point pressure

The desired stagnation tank pressure can be set on the regulator control
(Figure 82). However, because the supply pressure is constantly changing
during a wind tunnel run, the regulator cannot maintain the pressure set in
the regulator control. A calibration chart for the regulator was developed
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and is shown in Figure 83 with the four test conditions used for this
research highlighted. Vibration during data runs became excessive above
a set pressure of 517 kPa / 75 psia (achieved pressure of approximately
386 kPa / 56 psia). It is possible to change controller gains in order to
achieve higher pressure; however, the stability of the stagnation tank
pressure becomes an issue. For instruction on operating the regulator
control, consult with the laboratory technicians.
8.

Open software, as required

a.

Open pressure system

The pressure scanner software, independent of the LabView system
used to monitor the tunnel, should be opened and set for use.
Instructions for operating the pressure scanner and software can be
found in the pressure scanner documentation.
b.

Start Labview & enter datafile name

On the tunnel PC, start the monitoring program, or modified
program, in LabView. The program can be set to save data to a file
or run continuously to monitor ambient conditions. A typical
screenshot of the current LabView program is shown in Figure 84.
Enter the desired filename before starting the data run. The
LabView program is easily modified, if desired.
9.

Check ear/eye protection on (whole room)

The wind tunnel noise can be excessive and dual hearing protection should
be used, i.e., foam earplugs beneath full size hearing protectors. If PIV is
in use, everyone should be using appropriate eye protection and be cleared
to work around lasers. These safety precautions apply to anyone in the
room. Consider darkening the room at this point if operating the PIV
system.
10.

Start data capture

a.
b.

Start pressure system
Start Labview

Starting the pressure system data collection system before Labview
was found from experience to be most efficient since they share the
same PC.
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11.

Start CO2, if required

If operating the PIV system, start the CO2 injection up to 30 seconds
before operating the wind tunnel to allow sufficient time for the lines to
pressurize and CO2 particle generation to stabilize. As a check, experience
indicates that when the stagnation tank temperature drops 20 °C or more
and stays below that temperature, the system should be generating
sufficient particles. This step may be accomplished before step 10 if it is
taking a significant amount of time for the injectors to generate particles.
12.

START TUNNEL

Start the tunnel run using the regulator control picture in Figure 82.
Consult with the laboratory technicians on use of the regulator control. A
typical run from start to finish typically requires less than 30 sec.
13.

Start PIV when stagnation tank pressure levels off, if required

Trigger the PIV system at the desired stagnation tank pressure. If the run
time is sufficiently long for a particular pressure setting wait for the
stagnation tank pressure to level off. In general, however, the delay
between triggering the PIV system and the laser firing is such that it was
helpful to trigger the system approximately 70 kPa (10 psi) before the
desired stagnation tank pressure was reached.
14.

Manually close regulator after data acquired

Using the regulator control, manually drive the regulator valve closed after
the desired data has been acquired. This action saves air in the storage
tank and can significantly reduce the recharge time between runs. For
instruction on operating the regulator control, consult with the laboratory
technicians.
15.

Stop data capture

a.
b.

Stop Labview
Stop pressure system (run Binary-to-CSV routine, if required)

The order of these actions is unimportant, although significant hard drive
memory will be used if allowed to run for excessive periods of time.
Labview will automatically write acquired data to the previously set
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filename. The Binary-to-CSV subroutine in the pressure scanner control
software must be run in order to generate a comma-delimited file that may
be read by Excel, TecPlot, or other post-processing program. Consult the
pressure scanner documentation for details.
16.

Save data files, as required

This step is a reminder to copy/move data files to a semi-permanent
location for post-processing. This is especially important for the pressure
scanner system since it will overwrite previous data runs.
17.

Close main valve, if desired

Closing the main valve removes pressure from the regulator valve. This
step is not necessary in between multiple runs.
18.

Close control pressure valve

Closing the control pressure valve prevents the regulator valve from
operating inadvertently. This step is not necessary in between multiple
runs.
19.

Turn off laser warning light, if required

Turning off the laser warning light informs other lab users that it is safe to
enter the room without eye protection.
20.

Open tank supply valve, if required (maintain 100+ psi if others using air)

If the tank supply valve was closed before the run in step 2, open the valve
or check that the supply air is routed through the back-pressure regulator to
charge the supply tank.
In the event of an emergency or tunnel malfunction:
Close main valve immediately
Turn off laser, if required

These actions remove air pressure from the system stopping flow through
the wind tunnel and eliminate possible eye hazards from the laser system.
When able, also shut down the CO2 system, if used, close the regulator
valve, and turn on the laboratory lights.
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Tunnel Operation Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Restart computer, if desired
Close tank supply valve, if required
Check door closed and locked
Turn on laser warning light, if required
Open main valve
Open control pressure valve
Set/check regulator set point pressure
Open software, as required
a. Open pressure system
b. Start Labview & enter datafile name
9. Check ear/eye protection on (whole room)
10. Start data capture
a. Start pressure system
b. Run Labview
11. Start CO2, if required
12. START TUNNEL

13. Start PIV when stagnation tank pressure levels off, if required
14. Manually close regulator after data acquired
15. Stop data capture
a. Stop Labview
b. Stop pressure system (run Binary-to-CSV routine, if reqd)
16. Save data files, as required
17. Close main valve, if desired
18. Close control pressure valve, if desired
19. Turn off laser warning light, if required
20. Open tank supply valve, if reqd (maintain 100+ psi if others using air)

In the event of an emergency or tunnel malfunction:
• Close main valve immediately
• Turn off laser, if required
Figure 78. Wind tunnel operations checklist
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Figure 79. Supply valves configured for operation without the backpressure
regulator
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Figure 80. Supply valves configured for operation with the backpressure regulator
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Figure 81. Main and pressure control valves

Figure 82. Regulator controller
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Figure 83. Wind tunnel stagnation tank pressure calibration chart and selected test
condition settings
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Figure 84. Screenshot of LabView monitoring program during a typical wind tunnel data run
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A3. Data Collection and Reduction
A variety of data acquisition systems were used during this study. Flow
visualization was accomplished using Schlieren and shadowgraph photography. Velocity
profiles in selected locations were obtained using particle image velocimetry (PIV).
Surface pressures at a variety of locations were measured using either a pressure scanner
or individual pressure transducers. Pitot and static pressures were measured at discrete
points in the flow as a check of the other techniques used in the study. The techniques for
acquiring flow visualization and PIV data were discussed in section 3.2. More details for
these methods and the CO2/dry ice clean seeding for PIV may be found in Refs. [56-64].
A second CO2 injector was added following the data collection in Ref. [64] in order to
increase the seeding density. Despite having more than twice the CO2 mass flow, seeding
through the stagnation tank still provided sparse seeding at the laser sheet. When seeding
the cavity directly through the cavity floor, there were ample seed particles, however the
flow was severely disrupted, providing only qualitative data in the pylon wake. The
recipe used for reducing the PIV data as well as a brief overview of the surface/probe

pressure data reduction is provided below. In all cases, the raw data are averaged during
the time the stagnation tank pressure is within 10% of peak, as described in Section III.

PIV Data Reduction

The PIV data were reduced in Dantec Dynamic Studio 2.0. Due to the sparse
seeding, between 700-1100 image pairs were combined to obtain single velocity map.
Typical images can be seen in Section A6. The interval between laser pulses was set to
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0.5 µs, and the system captured image pairs at 7.5 Hz. The PIV computer had sufficient
memory to capture 70 image pairs per run.

The mathematics and further details of the

steps behind the data reduction can be reviewed in Refs. [57; 60]. The following steps
were used to reduce the collection of image pairs into a single velocity map and borrowed
heavily from Refs. [60; 64]:
1. Adaptive correlation
The interrogation region was set to be 32 pixels x 32 pixels. The scale of
each interrogation area varied depending on the particular camera set-up.
The size of the each pixel in the FlowSense 4M camera, the pixel pitch,
was 7.4 µm. Due to the distance of the camera from the laser sheet, the
scale factor for the velocity map seen in Figure 46 was 4.961, resulting in
an interrogation region of approximately 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm (scale factor =
6.592 and 1.6 mm x 1.6 mm for Figure 43). A Gaussian window using
default settings was employed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The
regions were overlapped by 50% to avoid losing data on the boundaries of
the interrogation region due to the Gaussian window. Peak validation was
selected using default settings.
2. Range Validation
Range validation was employed to discard spurious vectors. The limiting
ranges were as follows:
Velocity magnitude (length): 1 < length < 800 m/s
Streamwise velocity (u):
-400 < u < 600 m/s
Vertical velocity (v):
-350 < v < 350 m/s
3. Vector Statistics
The Vector Statistics function combines the series of vector maps into a
single mean vector map of the flow. In addition to calculating velocities
within the laser sheet, it also provides statistical quantities, such as
standard deviation.
4. Vector Resampling
Vector resampling was applied to refine the vector map. The default
conditions were used: square grid, x = 2.0.
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Test Section Mach Number

The average Mach number entering the test section was estimated from the
stagnation tank pressure (Pt) and the pressure measured from a pressure tap on the tunnel
floor (Pfloor) approximately 0.5 cm ahead of the pylon.
γ −1

γ
 2   Pt



M= 
−
1
 


 γ − 1   Pfloor 


(13)

Static Temperature

The average static temperature entering the test section was estimated using the
stagnation tank temperature (Tt) and the Mach number (M) calculated with equation (12).
 γ −1 2 
T = Tt 1 +
M 
2



−1

(14)

Viscosity
The dynamic viscosity in the test section was estimated using Sutherland’s Law
with the static temperature (T) from equation (13).

µ=

C1T 3 / 2
T + C2

(15)

where C1 = 1.46 x 10-6 kg/m-s-K1/2 and C2 = 111 K.
Velocity
Mean velocity entering the test section is estimated using the static temperature
(T) and Mach number (M) found from equations (12) and (13).

u = M γRT
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(16)

Density
Density was estimated using the ideal gas law with pressure measured on the floor
ahead of the pylon (Pfloor) and temperature (T) determined using equation 13.

ρ=

Pfloor

(17)

RT

Unit Reynolds Number
The unit Reynolds number was determined using the velocity (u), density (ρ), and
viscosity (µ) determined in equations (14), (15), and (16).
Re =

ρu
(m -1 )
µ

(18)

Dynamic Pressure
Dynamic pressure (q) was estimated using the pressure measured on the floor of
the test section ahead of the pylon (Pfloor) as well as Mach number (M) determined using
equation (12).
q=

1
γPfloor M 2
2

(19)

Pressure Coefficient
Pressure coefficients were calculated using the floor pressure ahead of the pylon
(Pfloor) as a reference and the dynamic pressure (q) calculated from equation (18).

Cp =

P − Pfloor
q

(20)

Probe Mach Number
Probe measurements required two tunnel runs to derive flow variables. First a run
using a pitot probe was accomplished (Ppitot), followed by a run with the same stagnation
pressure setting using a 10 degree cone static probe (Pcone). The probe Mach number
(Mprobe) was then determined iteratively using the pitot equation for Mach number
[69:4.4] and a curve fit for the pressure change behind the shock around a 10 degree cone
derived from Ref. [70].
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Ppitot
Pcone

= f (M probe )

(21)
2.5

(1.2M
f (M probe ) =



6


2
 7M

−
1
probe


+ 0.0405M probe + 1.0443

)

2 3.5
probe

0.0425M probe

2

Probe Static Pressure
Once the probe Mach number is known from equations (20) the probe static
pressure may be determined.

Pprobe =

0.0425M probe

2

Pcone
+ 0.0405M probe + 1.0443

(22)

Probe Total Pressure
Probe total pressure is determined from probe Mach number (Mprobe) and probe
static pressure (Pprobe) by rearranging equation (12).
Pt _ probe

 γ −1
2
= Pprobe 1 +
M probe 
2



γ

γ −1

(23)

Probe Static Temperature and Velocity
The probe static temperature and velocity were determined the same as mean test
section values with equations (13) and (15).
Error Analysis
Error bars, when included, indicate the 95% confidence interval. Error analysis
was accomplished in accordance with Ref. [71].
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Temperature Corrections
When stated with results, velocity data was corrected for differing temperatures
during the wind tunnel study. To accomplish this all results were standardized to the
mean stagnation tank temperature of 280 K (see section A5). Mach number was assumed
constant in all cases. The correction was based on equations (14) and (16).
ucorrected = uuncorrected

Tt _ standard
Tt _ uncorrected
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(24)

A4. Tunnel Nozzle Contours
No engineering drawings of the 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel were available.
However, the wind tunnel documentation [55] noted that the contours were derived from
Ref. [54]. Reference [54] specified the contours of a supersonic wind tunnel with a
sliding block nozzle allowing for operations over a significant range of Mach numbers.
However, the contours provided were for a 4 in by 4 in test section. These contours were
scaled up to the 6 in tunnel for use in computational studies of the wind tunnel flow and
correspond to 1500 counts on the lower sliding block of the 6” x 6” wind tunnel. There
was good agreement between the wind tunnel Mach number and the Mach number
predicted at the tunnel nozzle exit using these M ≈ 2 contours which are provided on the
following pages in Table 8. The coordinate system in Table 8 is centered 15 cm ahead of
the end of the nozzle on the test section floor, therefore the contours begin at x = -15 cm
and y = 0 cm. The derived contours are shown in Figure 85. Details on how these
contours were used in modeling the tunnel nozzle may be found in Appendix B.

Figure 85. Derived wind tunnel nozzle contours (M ≈ 2)
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Table 8. 6” x 6” Supersonic Wind Tunnel nozzle contours (M ≈ 2)
Upper Nozzle Surface
x (cm)
y (cm)
-15
16.51
-49.29
16.19758
-50.2425
16.187674
-51.195
16.176625
-52.1475
16.164433
-53.1
16.151098
-54.0525
16.13662
-55.005
16.120999
-55.9575
16.104235
-56.91
16.086328
-57.8625
16.066897
-58.815
16.046323
-59.7675
16.024606
-60.72
16.001365
-61.6725
15.976981
-62.625
15.951073
-63.5775
15.923641
-64.53
15.894685
-65.4825
15.864205
-66.435
15.832201
-67.3875
15.798673
-68.34
15.763621
-69.2925
15.727045
-70.245
15.688945
-71.1975
15.649321
-72.15
15.607792
-73.1025
15.564358
-74.055
15.519019
-75.0075
15.471775
-75.96
15.422626
-76.9125
15.371572
-77.865
15.318613
-78.8175
15.263749
-79.77
15.206599
-80.7225
15.147544
-81.675
15.086203
-82.6275
15.022957
-83.58
14.957425
-84.5325
14.889607
-85.485
14.819503
-86.4375
14.747113
-87.39
14.672056

Lower Nozzle Surface
x (cm)
y (cm)
-15
0
-35.955
0
-81.675
.52959
-82.6275
0.540639
-83.58
0.550926
-84.5325
0.559689
-85.485
0.566547
-86.4375
0.5715
-87.39
0.574548
-88.3425
0.57531
-89.295
0.573786
-90.2475
0.569976
-91.2
0.56388
-92.1525
0.555117
-93.105
0.544068
-94.0575
0.530352
-95.01
0.513969
-95.9625
0.494919
-96.915
0.473202
-97.8675
0.448818
-98.82
0.421386
-99.7725
0.391287
-100.725
0.35814
-101.6775
0.322326
-102.63
0.283464
-103.5825
0.241935
-104.535
0.197358
-105.4875
0.149733
-106.44
0.09906
-107.3925
0.044958
-108.345 -0.012192
-109.2975 -0.072771
-110.25 -0.136779
-111.2025 -0.204216
-112.155 -0.275082
-113.1075 -0.349758
-114.06 -0.428244
-115.0125
-0.51054
-115.965 -0.597027
-116.9175 -0.687705
-117.87 -0.782574
-118.8225 -0.881634
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-88.3425
-89.295
-90.2475
-91.2
-92.1525
-93.105
-94.0575
-95.01
-95.9625
-96.915
-97.8675
-98.82
-99.7725
-100.725
-101.6775
-102.63
-103.5825
-104.535
-105.4875
-106.44
-107.3925
-108.345
-109.2975
-110.25
-111.2025
-112.155
-113.1075
-114.06
-115.0125
-115.965
-116.9175
-117.87
-118.8225
-119.775
-120.7275
-121.68
-122.6325
-123.585
-124.5375
-125.49
-126.4425
-127.395
-128.3475
-129.3
-130.2525
-131.205
-132.1575
-133.11
-134.0625

14.594713
14.514703
14.432407
14.347444
14.259814
14.169517
14.076172
13.98016
13.8811
13.778992
13.673836
13.565251
13.453237
13.337794
13.218922
13.096621
12.970891
12.841732
12.709144
12.572746
12.432538
12.28852
12.140692
11.989054
11.833606
11.674348
11.51128
11.344402
11.173714
10.999216
10.820908
10.638409
10.4521
10.2616
10.06729
9.868789
9.666478
9.459976
9.249283
9.034399
8.815324
8.592058
8.364601
8.132953
7.896733
7.655941
7.410577
7.160641
6.906133

-119.775
-120.7275
-121.68
-122.6325
-123.585
-124.5375
-125.49
-126.4425
-127.395
-128.3475
-129.3
-130.2525
-131.205
-132.1575
-133.11
-134.0625
-135.015
-135.9675
-136.92
-137.8725
-138.825
-139.7775
-140.73
-141.6825
-142.635
-143.5875
-144.54
-145.4925
-146.445
-147.3975
-148.35
-149.3025
-150.255
-151.2075
-152.16
-153.1125
-154.065
-155.0175
-155.97
-156.9225
-157.875
-158.8275
-159.78
-160.7325
-161.685
-162.6375
-163.59
-164.5425
-165.495
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-0.985266
-1.09347
-1.206246
-1.323594
-1.445514
-1.572006
-1.703451
-1.839849
-1.9812
-2.127504
-2.278761
-2.435352
-2.596896
-2.763774
-2.935986
-3.113532
-3.296412
-3.485007
-3.679317
-3.879342
-4.085463
-4.29768
-4.516374
-4.741926
-4.974717
-5.215128
-5.46354
-5.719953
-5.983605
-6.250686
-6.518148
-6.78561
-7.053072
-7.320534
-7.587996
-7.855458
-8.12292
-8.390763
-8.658987
-8.927973
-9.197721
-9.46404
-9.73074
-10.00125
-10.27938
-10.56513
-10.86231
-11.17092
-11.49477

-135.015
-135.9675
-136.92
-137.8725
-138.825
-139.7775
-140.73
-141.6825
-142.635
-143.5875
-144.54
-145.4925
-146.445
-147.3975
-148.35
-149.3025
-150.255
-151.2075
-152.16
-153.1125
-154.065
-155.0175
-155.97
-156.9225
-157.875
-158.8275
-159.78
-160.7325
-161.685
-162.6375
-163.59
-164.5425
-165.495
-166.4475
-167.4
-168.3525
-169.305
-170.2575
-171.21
-172.1625
-173.115
-174.0675
-175.02
-175.9725
-176.925
-177.8775
-178.83
-179.7825
-180.735

6.647053
6.383782
6.11632
5.845048
5.570728
5.294122
5.016754
4.739005
4.461256
4.183507
3.905758
3.628009
3.35026
3.072511
2.794762
2.517013
2.239645
1.962277
1.684909
1.407922
1.130935
0.853948
0.577342
0.300736
0.02413
-0.252095
-0.52832
-0.804545
-1.080389
-1.356233
-1.632077
-1.90754
-2.183003
-2.458085
-2.733167
-3.008249
-3.28295
-3.557651
-3.831971
-4.106291
-4.38023
-4.654169
-4.927727
-5.201285
-5.474462
-5.747639
-6.020435
-6.293231
-6.565646

-166.4475
-167.4
-168.3525
-169.305
-170.2575
-171.21
-172.1625
-173.115
-174.0675
-175.02
-175.9725
-176.925
-177.8775
-178.83
-179.7825
-180.735
-181.6875
-182.64
-183.5925
-184.545
-185.4975
-186.45
-187.4025
-188.355
-189.3075
-190.26
-191.2125
-192.165
-193.1175
-194.07
-195.0225
-195.975
-196.9275
-197.88
-198.8325
-199.785
-200.7375
-201.69
-202.6425
-203.595
-204.5475
-205.5
-206.4525
-207.405
-208.3575
-209.31
-210.2625
-211.215
-212.1675
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-11.83767
-12.19581
-12.56919
-12.95781
-13.36167
-13.78077
-14.21511
-14.6685
-15.14475
-15.64005
-16.15821
-16.69542
-17.24787
-17.81556
-18.39468
-18.98904
-19.59102
-20.19681
-20.80641
-21.41982
-22.03323
-22.64664
-23.25624
-23.86584
-24.46782
-25.05837
-25.63368
-26.19375
-26.74239
-27.27579
-27.79014
-28.28925
-28.76931
-29.22651
-29.66085
-30.07233
-30.46476
-30.83433
-31.18485
-31.51632
-31.82493
-32.11068
-32.36976
-32.60598
-32.81934
-33.00984
-33.16986
-33.29559
-33.38322

-181.6875
-182.64
-183.5925
-184.545
-185.4975
-186.45
-187.4025
-188.355
-189.3075
-190.26
-191.2125
-192.165
-193.1175
-194.07
-195.0225
-195.975
-196.9275
-197.88
-198.8325
-199.785
-200.7375
-201.69
-202.6425
-203.595
-204.5475
-205.5
-206.4525
-207.405
-208.3575
-209.31
-210.2625
-211.215
-212.1675
-213.12
-214.0725
-215.025
-215.9775
-216.93
-217.8825
-218.835
-219.7875
-220.74
-221.6925
-222.645
-223.5975
-224.55
-225.5025
-226.455
-227.4075

-6.83768
-7.10819
-7.373747
-7.632065
-7.879334
-8.11403
-8.33501
-8.54075
-8.72744
-8.89508
-9.03986
-9.15797
-9.24941
-9.31418
-9.34847
-9.34847
-9.31037
-9.23798
-9.12368
-8.97128
-8.77697
-8.54075
-8.25881
-7.93115
-7.55015
-7.112
-6.62813
-6.10997
-5.56514
-4.99745
-4.41071
-3.80492
-3.18389
-2.54762
-1.89611
-1.23317
-0.5588
0.127
0.82042
1.52146
2.22631
2.93116
3.6322
4.32943
5.01523
5.6896
6.34873
6.98881
7.60603

-213.12
-214.0725
-215.025
-234.075
-239.79
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-33.42894
-33.44418
-33.44418
-33.44418
-33.44418

-228.36
-229.3125
-230.265
-231.2175
-232.17
-233.1225
-234.075
-235.0275
-235.98
-236.9325
-237.885
-238.8375
-239.79

8.19277
8.74141
9.24433
9.6901
10.06729
10.36828
10.59307
10.74928
10.84834
10.90168
10.92454
10.93216
10.93597
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1

517.1 / 75

655.0 / 95

3

4

1

379.2 / 55

241.3 / 35

Condition

2

Stagnation
pressure
setting
(kPa / psia)
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427.5 / 62

372.3 / 54

324.1 / 47

248.2 / 36

Mean
stagnation
pressure
(kPa / psia)

7.6 / 1.10

5.9 / 0.85

280

280

280

280

6.1 / 0.89

9.0 / 1.30

Mean
stagnation
temperature
(K)

Standard
deviation of
stagnation
pressure
(kPa / psia)

4.4

3.2

2.6

3.1

Standard
deviation of
stagnation
temperature
(K)

0.17 / 0.17

0.5 / 0.07

1.7 / 0.24

44.8 / 6.5

50.3 / 7.3

0.5 / 0.07

37.9 / 5.5

30.3 / 4.4

Mean static
pressure
(kPa / psia)1

Standard
deviation of
static pressure
(kPa / psia)

144.8 / 21

131.0 / 19

110.3 / 16

89.6 / 13

Mean
dynamic
pressure
(kPa / psia)

4.7 / 0.68

1.6 / 0.23

3.4 / 0.5

1.5 / 0.22

Standard
deviation of
dynamic
pressure
(kPa / psia)

1.3 x 106

1.5 x 106

2.5 x 106

4.9 x 107

5.5 x 107

1.2 x 106

3.2 x 107

4.2 x 107

Standard
deviation of
Reynolds
number
(m-1)
Mean
Reynolds
number
(m-1)

A5. Detailed Wind Tunnel Test Conditions (M ≈ 2)

Static pressure measured on tunnel floor ahead of the pylon (x = -10.8 cm, y = 0 cm, z = 0cm)

A6. PIV Images
As discussed in Section III, the PIV images were very sparse necessitating 7001100 image pairs to obtain usable data. Figure 86 through Figure 89 present several
average and good quality PIV images. The bright region on the right side of Figure 89 is
due to reflection off the pylon and cavity leading edge. The bright diffuse region at the
bottom of the frame is due to the injector sitting immediately below the frame.

Figure 86. Average quality PIV wake image (pylon on
center-right of frame, image plane at y = 3.7 cm)
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Figure 87. Good quality PIV wake image (pylon on centerright of frame, image plane at y = 3.7 cm)

Figure 88. Comparison of good quality image pair (pylon
on center-right of frame, image plane at y = 3.7 cm)
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Figure 89. Average quality image of pylon wake on
centerline (pylon on right edge of frame)
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A7. Comparison of PIV and CFD Turbulence Intensity
Analysis of turbulence was not a specific goal of this study; however, both CFD
and PIV provide the means of estimating the level of turbulence in the flow. The CFD
turbulence results (Figure 90) were limited by the choice of using a large-scale twoequation turbulence model (SST model), i.e. no attempt was made at modeling the small
scale eddies in the flow since the averaging process in two-equation models such as the
SST turbulence model inherently prevents calculation of the turbulent structures
themselves [74]. The CFD model assumes perfectly smooth surfaces and no vibration of
the test section. In reality, the surfaces are not perfectly smooth, the tunnel vibrates
significantly and the actual turbulence level leaving the stagnation chamber is unknown.
The PIV turbulence results (Figure 91) were limited by the data available within the
collected image pairs which was in turn severely limited by the sparse seeding of the
flow, however it is not surprising the a higher overall level of turbulence was seen in the
PIV data.
The highest intensity turbulence in the CFD results shown in Figure 90 are
confined to the pylon wake, especially where the wake and expansion wave meet between
approximately x = 1 cm and x = 3 cm. In the PIV results of Figure 91, this region had
zero or close to zero image pairs available for data reduction (Figure 47), so a direct
comparison is impossible. In contrast to the CFD results, the PIV results showed a high
level of turbulence spanning the image as seen in Figure 92 along a line 8.8 cm behind
the pylon and cavity leading edge.
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Both sets of data present turbulent intensity and the comparison of the data
requires the assumption of isotropic turbulence, i.e. the turbulent velocity fluctuations are
the same in every direction [53:405], namely
u ′ = v′ = w′

(25)

where u’, v’, and w’ are the turbulent fluctuation in velocity in the x, y, and z directions
respectively.
The CFD turbulent intensity (I) was determined as follows [73]:

2
k
3
I=
vref

(26)

where turbulent kinetic energy (k) is solved specifically in the CFD turbulence model (see
Appendix B) and the reference velocity is taken to be the mean velocity entering the test
section (≈ 500 m/s). The turbulent kinetic energy is representative of the individual
turbulent velocity fluctuation components [53:409; 74:233]:
k=

1
u ′u ′ + v′v′ + w′w′
2

(

)

(27)

When isotropic turbulence is assumed for comparison purposes, the turbulent kinetic
energy collapses to
3
k = u ′u ′
2

(28)

Applying this form of k to the turbulent intensity calculation used for CFD results in

I=

u′
vref
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(29)

which, when vref is assumed to equal the mean streamwise velocity through the test
section (U), becomes the same form of turbulent intensity provided by the PIV data
reduction software [72], namely
I=

u′
U

(30)

thus supporting the comparison of CFD and PIV turbulence intensity results. While
isotropic turbulence is not assumed in the SST turbulence model and the PIV data can
produce fluctuation data in two axes, the assumption of isotropy for the comparison is
required for two reasons. First, the PIV data lacks the vertical velocity fluctuation
component (v’) to make a direct comparison. Second, the spanwise turbulence data in the
PIV data set was plagued with a high number of spurious data points making its use
questionable. In any event, due to the sparse experimental data set, further investigation
is required to draw any quantitative conclusion on the turbulence environment in the
pylon-cavity flowfield.
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Figure 90. Turbulence intensity behind pylon 3.7 cm above the cavity
(CFD; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1; corresponds to Figure 46)
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Figure 91. Turbulence intensity behind pylon 3.7 cm above the cavity
(PIV; Re ≈ 32 x 106 m-1; corresponds to Figure 46)
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Appendix B: CFD Details
This appendix presents a summary of the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) grid
convergence study, software. The CFD was accomplished using a commercially
available software package, Fluent. For more detailed information on the various inputs
and underlying equations, consult the Fluent Users Guide [73].

B1. Grid Convergence
Initial grid convergence was accomplished using the baseline (no-pylon) mesh.
The cavity-pylon model used the same mesh as the final baseline mesh, except for the
cluster of cells around the pylon and pylon wake.
Grid convergence tests used the 241 kPa (35 psia) tunnel nozzle profile. Five
baseline meshes were developed for grid convergence, with three being run out to flow
convergence. The viscous spacing (y+) was reduced as layers of cells were added to
model in order to better capture flow physics near the walls and especially in the shear
layer. The three meshes were:
Low density: 2,725,478 cells
Med density: 3,281,698 cells
High density: 5,048,028 cells
Convergence was monitored using the mass flow error between the inlet and outlet, as
well as the mean mass flow through the cavity and required less than 20,000 iterations.
Both values tend to zero as the solution converges.
Three criteria were examined for the convergence study: pressure profile across
the cavity ramp, pressure profile on test section centerline and average ramp pressure.
Figure 93 through Figure 95 compare these data on the three different meshes. These
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values were chosen for easy comparison with wind tunnel data. Except for cross ramp
pressure, there was little difference between the medium and high density meshes. The
high density mesh was chosen since it presented a slightly more uniform cross ramp
pressure profile and had smaller y+ values along the model walls, yet stayed within a
reasonable computational expense.
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Figure 93. Grid convergence (cross ramp pressure coefficient)
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B2. Computational Method
Fluent, as implemented for this study, uses a block Gauss-Seidel solver based on a
finite volume approach [73: Ch 26]. A coupled, implicit, second-order accurate, upwind
solution scheme was chosen to implement the governing equations. The basic equation
set solved was

r r r
r
∂ r
WdV
+
F
−
G
⋅
dA
=
HdV
∫A
∫
∂t V∫
V

(31)

r


ρ
U
 0 
 ρ 
r


 τ

 ρu 
ˆ
 ρUu + pi 
xi


r
r   r  r
W =  ρ v  , F =  ρUv + pjˆ  , G =  τ yi 


 
r
 ρUw
+ pkˆ 
 τ zi r 
 ρ w
 r
r
τ ijU j + q 
 ρ E 


 ρUE + pU 

The vector H is a source term and not required for this simulation. Turbulence effects are
incorporated through the use of a turbulent viscosity model in the determination of the
stress tensor τ [73: Ch 26]. The turbulent viscosity is computed as

µt = α *

ρk
ω

where α* is a damping term that accounts for regions of low Reynold’s number flow
[73:Ch 11].
The k- ω shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model was chosen since it
combines the advantages of the k- ω model near surfaces with the k-ε model which has
good free-shear characteristics through the use of a blending function that accounts for
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proximity to the wall [73:Ch11; 74; 75]. Default model coefficients were used. The k- ω
SST governing equations are


∂
(ρk ) + ∂ (ρku i ) = ∂  Γk ∂k  + G~k − Yk + S k
∂t
∂xi
∂x j  ∂x j 

(32)



∂
(ρω ) + ∂ (ρωu i ) = ∂  Γω ∂ω  + Gω − Yω + Dω + S ω
∂t
∂xi
∂x j  ∂x j 

(33)

The individual terms are as follows:
Γk = Effective diffusivity of turbulent kinetic energy (k)
Γω = Effective diffusivity of specific dissipation rate (ω)

~
Gk = Generation of turbulent kinetic energy (k)
Gω = Generation of specific dissipation rate (ω)
Yk = Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (k) due to turbulence
Yω = Dissipation of specific dissipation rate (ω) due to turbulence
S k = Turbulent kinetic energy (k) source term (user-defined, not used)
S ω = Specific dissipation rate (ω) source term (user-defined, not used)
Dω = Cross-diffusion of specific dissipation rate (ω)
The cross-diffusion term is the result of transforming the k-ε model into the same form as
the k-ω model in order to blend the two models. [66; 73:Ch 11]. The blending function
between k-ω and k-ε is

φ = F1φ1 + (1 − F1 ) φ2
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(34)

where φ1 is any variable in the original k-ω model, φ2 is the same variable in the
transformed k-ε model and F1 is a function of wall distance [66]. Since the mesh density
along the surfaces was too coarse to fully resolve the turbulent boundary layer, the use of
wall functions was required to calculate the boundary layer flow near solid boundaries.
Further information on the specific wall functions used in Fluent can be found in Ref.
[73:Ch 11].
The chosen solution scheme, while relatively efficient computationally, has
difficulty in accurately resolving free-shear flows, such as in a pylon wake or cavity
mixing layer. One of the underlying causes is the inability of the numerical solution to
fully capture the relevant flow physics which is a trade-off for less computational
expense. As research presented in Refs. [76; 77; 78] demonstrate, Reynolds (or Favre)
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solutions tend to underpredict pressure and the length
of the recirculation in base regions (such as behind a pylon). While the length of the
recirculation is underpredicted the reverse flow velocity tends to be overpredicted. Even
solutions with more complex methods require very high mesh densities to adequately
model base flows. Additionally, base flow solutions are very sensitive to the incoming
turbulence characteristics, so knowledge of the turbulent initial conditions in required to
accurately capture these free shear flows.
The fluid model was air with density computed for an ideal gas and viscosity with
the Sutherland model:
Density:

ρ=

P
RT
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C1T 3 / 2
µ=
T + C2

Viscosity:

where P is the static pressure, R is the gas constant for air and T is the static temperature.
The default constants C1 and C2 used in Fluent are: C1 = 1.458x10-6 kg/m-s-K1/2 and C2 =
110.4 K. Constant values of specific heat, thermal conductivity and molecular weight
were used: Cp = 1006.43 J/kg-K, k = 0.0242 W/m-K, and MW = 28.966 kg/kmol.
Surface boundaries were modeled as no-slip, smooth, adiabatic surfaces. A
pressure inlet boundary condition populated with values estimated from actual wind
tunnel measurements and pressure far-field boundary conditions were used for the tunnel
nozzle exit boundary. A pressure far-field boundary condition was used at the test section
duct entry and exit and populated with the exit conditions of the tunnel nozzle solution.
The method used to estimate the tunnel nozzle boundary conditions is presented below:
1) Inlet Mach number
Since the inlet and outlet areas are known and the outlet Mach number (Mout = 2)
is based on geometry, it is possible to estimate the inlet Mach number using tables
of A/A* [45]:
Ain
A*

Aout

=
M in

Aout
A*

×
M out

Ain
Aout

=
=

0.0676 m2
0.0232 m2

A* M out = 2

=

1.687

Which results in

Ain

A* M in

Ain
Aout

(35)

= 4.8986 and therefore Min = 0.12.

2) Inlet total pressure
Averaged measured stagnation tank pressure from a wind tunnel run was used for
modeling.
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3) Inlet total temperature
This parameter is not controllable in the wind tunnel, but the average value from a
wind tunnel run was used for modeling.
4) Inlet static conditions
Since the inlet Mach number and total conditions are known, the static conditions
follow:
Pt
Tt

P M =0.12
T

= 1.01
= 1.003

M = 0.12

5) Outlet conditions
Assuming a negligible loss in total conditions through the nozzle, the boundary
conditions at the nozzle outlet can be estimated using the test section Mach
number (M = 2).
Pt
Tt

P M =2
T

= 7.824
= 1.8

M =2

6) Turbulent boundary conditions
The initial values for turbulence were based on the hydraulic diameter and
Reynold’s number at the inlet and outlet. Turbulent intensity at the boundary was
estimated using the empirical correlation [73:Ch 7]:

I≡

u′
≡ 0.16 Re DH
u avg

(

)

−1 / 8

(36)

DH is the hydraulic diameter, 4A/P, which is 0.2268 m for the wind tunnel inlet
and 0.1461 m for the outlet. The turbulent length scale is restricted by the duct
dimensions and determined using the recommended empirical relation for duct
flows from the Fluent user’s manual [73:Ch 7]:

l = 0.7 DH
For this model, l = 1.1cm. A better model would be to let the turbulent length
scale be an empirical function of boundary layer thickness, however since the
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(37)

actual flow through the distribution plate and turbulence screens in the stagnation
tank is not known constant properties were assumed at the entry plane for
simplicity. The turbulent conditions of the test section duct boundaries were
obtained from the outlet solution of the wind tunnel nozzle.
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B3. Detailed CFD Test Conditions (M ≈ 2)

Static pressure measured on tunnel floor ahead of the pylon (x = -10.8 cm, y = 0 cm, z = 0cm)

Appendix C: Additional Surface Pressure Data
Not all pressure data was used in analysis or presented in the main body of this
study. For completeness, all available surface pressure data is presented in this appendix.
The data correspond to the test conditions in Table 2 both with and without the pylon
installed.
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Figure 96. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon
installed (x = -10.8 cm)
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Figure 97. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = -2.3 cm, y = 0 cm)
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Figure 99. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 1.2 cm, y = -2.54 cm)
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Figure 100. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 3.4 cm, y = -2.54 cm)
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Figure 101. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 5.5 cm, y = -2.54 cm)
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Figure 102. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 7.6 cm, y = -2.2 cm)
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Figure 103. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 9.2 cm, y = -1.6 cm)
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Figure 104. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 10.9 cm, y = -0.95 cm)
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Figure 105. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 12.4 cm, y = -0.32 cm)
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Figure 106. Surface pressure coefficients with and without a pylon installed
(x = 14.0 cm, y = 0 cm)
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